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x. qfiria, EUteUayai and fetoartnaa a£ Slaa Cockroach. 
Geologically speaking cockroaches are among the oldest in¬ 
sects. Puring the ooal-fonsiag age, when the temperature was wars 
and the humidity high, they were wary abundant. Under these condi¬ 
tions cockroaches thrived and developed in number and species so 
that, entomologically speaking, this period might well be called the 
age of cockroaches. The conditions that proved ao satisfactory to 
their ancestors are still desired by the present-day cockroaches. 
The name cockroach Is kindred to the Spanish "cucaracha". 
The X>steh name is "kakkerlak", and the German is "schabo*. This 
insect has long been known as a pest of the household and is found 
throughout most of the civilised world, especially in temperate and 
tropical regions. The old Romans named the roach "luclfuga* mean¬ 
ing "fleeing the light"* fialike of light is most outstanding in 
the oriental roach which was frequent around the Hediterranoan, as 
recorded by Aristotle and Pliny* indicating that "luoifriga" referred 
to this roach. It waa particularly common around the Roman baths. 
How in the United States this insect la commonly called by the brief 
name of roach. 
Since they are thermophilic Insects, roaches do not usually 
occur in the Arotio and Antarctic regions} their numbers gradually 
diminish as we leave the tropica. However, there is one species, 
lupoonlca Linnaeus, that is found in the huts of the Lap¬ 
landers and occurs In ouch numbers at times that the stores of dried 
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fish put away for the winter are greatly damaged and sometimes com¬ 
pletely destroyed (Hartmck, 1939). 3oet of our doaestie roaohes 
originated in the tropics. They were transported by boat from the 
East to Europe along with cargoes of tea, apices and perfuses. See- 
coast towns were first infested, but gradually they spread inland. 
The ease with which they are transported with food supplies wakes 
their introduction into eray coops and naval bases a setter of great 
probability! and, once infested, such places if untreated soon abound 
with these pests. 
Of the greet number of species of cockroaches known there are 
only five that stand out as being the commonest and wont widely dis¬ 
tributed. These are also the scat Important from the medical viewpoint. 
The five are the oriental roach M»tt« orientalla Linnaeus, the German 
roach gc f9y i, Linnaeus, the American roach PqrtlflWto 
fiWrtaftMi Idnnaeua, the Australian roach flUgVTBlflffifiO 
Fabriciua, and the brown banded roach ftffltMi ftUOTifltUttliMM Seville. 
All these are found throughout the United States, but are most preval¬ 
ent in the south. 
2. Importance g£ the Cockroach- 
There are few insects invading the household that ere looked 
upon with as ouch loathing as the cockroach. In fact they contend 
only with bedbugs for general unpopularity* The meet widespread ob¬ 
jection to roaches is their presence alone. The picture conceived 
is that of the roach crawling around filth and then on human food 
and utensils. 
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Those insects are repulsive due to their defecating on food 
for human consumption and imparting to it the oharacteristlc "roachy* 
odor. k9 they feed on food they contaminate it with feces and taake 
it unfit for human consumption. Thera is an account of such an abund¬ 
ance of these inseota that the whole supply of a ship’s biscuits was 
eaten or so contaminated that it was useless far human food (Pierce* 1921). 
Cockroaches eat many materials used for human food; such as 
bread* cereal* biscuits* and meat. They also eat the corks from bot¬ 
tles of vine* older* and vinegar* spoiling them or allowing the liquid 
to escape. Cockroaches have been reported as damaging young seedlings 
In hot houses. The actual amount of food eaten is comparatively snail* 
but roaches cause huge amounts of food to be discarded. Pishes left 
standing on a shelf for some time where there is an abundance of cock¬ 
roaches take on a "roachy” odor so that food prepared or served in them 
has an unpleasant taste. 
Cockroaches often become economically important because of their 
destructiveness. Leather-covered furniture and other leather goods 
ere sometimes injured. Books stored In accessible places have had 
their bindings defaced by the roaches. In their efforts to get at 
the paste with which the bindings are fastened and which they find 
attractive* cockroaches scrape and deffece the bindings. 
Infestation by cockroaches is most serious in hotels* restaur¬ 
ants* and bakeries. Fortunately these insects do their prowling by 
night and generally secrete themselves during the day* thus saving 
the reputations of many places where they are abundant. However* 
/ 
the presence of cockroaches Is still the reason for loss of good 
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will by many places catering to the public. A person finding a roach 
in his loe-crania soda will rarely return for another chance at such 
an experience. 
Cockroaches have been recorded as severing eyelashes, gnawing 
toenails, and biting greasy fingers of sleeping children. Sailors on 
badly infested ships find it necessary to wear gloves when ttoy go to 
sleep, in order to keep the roaches froo biting their hands. Persons 
who have died natural deaths have been thought to be victim of crime 
until it was discovered that akin injuries were caused by cockroaches. 
These insects are constantly associated with nan under such 
conditions as to be potential carriers of pathogenic microorganisms. 
Going as they do front filth to food, they night well be capable of 
carrying injurious organisns on and in their bodies. Cockroaches nay 
act aa dissendmtors of pathogenic microorganisms such as food-poison¬ 
ing bacteria, in various ways. The insects night serve as mechanical 
agents in the spread of these microorganism through their indiscrimin¬ 
ate deposition of feces and regurgitation of recently devoured eater- 
lals. The cockroach, in deeonposltion after its death, might leave 
behind viable pathogenic nicroarganlsms harbored during its life. 
These might serve as sources of infection. Mice, monkeys, and other 
animals that eat cockroaches could become infected with organisns 
carried on and within the insect, and in turn could harbor and trans¬ 
mit the organisms to nan. 
Although it is generally believed by most authorities that 
cockroaches are an Important agency for the dissemination of patho¬ 
genic microorganisms including those concerned with food-poisoning. 
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substantiating evidence Is extremely scarce. Sons work has bsoa 
dons to deteraina the relationship of cockraaohes to the transmission 
of seas disease organises, but none to detemins this with reference 
to food-poisoning bacteria. How nlaroorgsniaas are disseminated is 
✓ 
also an Important question to be answered. 
There is need to know the exact status of the insect in rela¬ 
tion to the spread of food-poisoning organises. If the cockroach is 
proven guilty, wore stringent control erasures should be taken against 
this household pest. The following investigation is undertaken in 
the atteapt to deterwine if the Aasrloan cockroach, Farininnata 
Linnaeus, nay sot ss s disseminator of seas of the 2b2mMt 
group of food-poisoning bacteria, and if so, how this nay be 
acoonplished. 
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n. Tmxm of LTtmkwm 
Cockroaches are universal in distribution, oven penetrating 
the polar regions in ships. In the solst jungles they be cone most 
abundant, but are prevalent in relatively large umbers throughout 
the domain of nan. Although there are a few solitary species cock¬ 
roaches are nelnly gregarious, so where one is found it la reasonably 
safe to asauna that there are others about. 
AH cockroaches have the habit of cleaning their antennae and 
feet with the aouth. Moot roaches are negatively phototropic, but a 
few are attracted to lights. These insects are carnivorous and accept 
alnoet any kind of vegetable or aninal natter aa food* A few fores 
are apparently strict vegetarians and my injure crops. Those species 
that inhabit dwellings are scavengers and foragers, eating and con¬ 
taminating accessible food of nan, sued) aa oereals, cooked foods, and 
neats. They even utilise aa food live and deed insects, egg oases, 
shad skins, and old and sick roaches. They gat into alaost every¬ 
thing available and leave a characteristic unpleasant "roachy" odor. 
Various species show a narked preference for particular foods. Tim 
American roach, eaerinana Linnaeus, and the oriental 
roach, Blatta orlentalla Linnaeus, prefer neat (Hartnack, 1919). 
The flattened bodies of the roaches enable then to crawl into 
cracks between floors, in walla, and other secretive places. They 
are especially pestiferous is kitchens, baseaents, ships, and any 
place where they can find a warn dry crevice. They cone forth from 
their hiding places at nl^it and scurry swiftly across floors, walla. 
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and celling*. Present sanitary practices have tended to lessen their 
numbers, but they are still ouch acre abundant than is commonly sup¬ 
posed. 
1. forahology of tfre Cookroach. 
The head of the cockroach, usually covered by the over-hanging 
pronotua, is snail with e T-shaped epicranial suture, end 1s held vert¬ 
ically. The antennae are long end flexible, and contain as aaqy as 100 
segsents. The large compound eyes are emarginate around the bases of 
the antennae. A pair of lateral ocelli is usually present. The south 
parts are of the biting type. The olypeus and subaentum are large, and 
the mandibles short and stout. A song the aost characteristic narpholo- 
gloal features of the cockroach are the largo prothorax, especially the 
pronotua which nay cover not only the heed but the entire thorax as 
i 
sell. The long, slender, legs are such alike and are normally spiny 
or hairy with long five-segmented tarsi. Tho tarsi teralnate in pairs 
of claws, with or without arolia. The atemite nay be almost entirely 
covered by the coxae. The basal four tarsal segaents are often padded 
underneath. The tegadas and wings whan folded way entirely or only 
partially cover the abdomen. The tegnlne are narrow and are normally 
pigmented, giving the cockroach a beetle-like appearance. The wings are 
much larger than the tegsina and are transparent or pigmented and folded. 
The roach is a notoriously poor Tiler and seldom uses its wings except 
to break a fell. 
2. Pwlaa—a* sC Sh& Eflataftlfo. 
Cookroeohaa an oviparous and ovorvlviperoua, and aoranlljr lay 
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their eggs in an odtheca or egg case. This case consists of two roes 
of eggs in a tough capsule famed in the genital pouch. The odtheoe 
often protrudes fron the bod/. It contains a total of 16 to 56 eggs. 
The case tmy be dropped as or before the eggs hatch, or way be carried 
in the genital pouch until the young emerge. Kith a large nuaber of 
eggs in a strong protected pocket it is easy for the roach to be trans¬ 
ported to uninfected areas. After the earn has bean deposited it is 
protected by the strong hemetically^sealed cover. The ventral zig¬ 
zag scan acts as a hinge. The other, a dorsal toothed seen, appears 
to be laced end is the one that opens to release the nyaphs. 
3. Biology of Parinlnnet^ a aerie* na Ligneous. 
This species is the largest of our coonon household roaches. 
The adult sale is 28 to 39 na. in length and the f eaale ie 29 to 40 an. 
The adult is brown with a lighter band on the posterior edge of the 
thorax. The wings of the nale extend 4 to 8 an. beyond the abdooen, 
while those of the fenale equal or are slightly longer than the abdenen. 
A pair of slander, bristle-like styli on the ventral side of the last 
abdominal segnent of the nale distinguishes It fron the faaale. Ikies 
and fenalae occur in about the sans proportion. 
The feaale produces an egg case about 12 days after maturing. 
She carries It for approximately 24 hours. Aa aany as 90 egg cases 
have bean known to be produced by one individual; 970 nyuphs energsd 
but had all the oases been perfect the offspring would have numbered 
1,440. 
The chocolate brown, bean-shaped egg case has, on the rounded 
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side, seven faint liana which nark the extent of each egg chamber. 
Tho case la 9 aw. long, 6 no. high, and 4 wa. thick. The average 
length of the Incubation period is 55«3 days. Froa 511 oases of 
various females 13.6 nymphs per ease hatched. 
Host young nynpha are uniformly light ckooolate brown colored, 
though eone individuals are nearly black, Iamedlately after molting 
the nyaphs are white, the eyes black, and the body trana parent. 
Three to four hours later they turn brown. At the options tenpere- 
ture of 79° to 82° F., the first three or four Bolts occur at inter¬ 
vals of about one month. later the duration of each instar varies 
in individuals of the sane age, and nay vary widely even in indivi¬ 
duals out of the sane egg case. 
The total poetemhryonal period la 285 to 616 days, or an 
average of 400 days. The number of salts up to maturity averages 
thirteen. It wee found that one individual nymph 786 days old had 
molted only eleven tines. The average development time for females 
is 396 days, for males 426 days. The wingpade may be seen after the 
third or fourth molt. In Geraany the American roach, Ferlolaneta 
mpnrinnn* Linnaeus needs about three to four years for its develop¬ 
ment, probably because of the colder temperature thero (Hartnack, 1939). 
Females live as adults 102 to 588 days. Three females have 
been observed to reach a lifespan of 783, 793, and 913 days respect¬ 
ively. 
The more mature roaches do not mind wading through water and 
frequently make their headquarters in damp basements. During the 
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simmer they my migrate through the neighborhood of heavily infested 
buildings. 
American roaches die In about eight minutes at a tenpornture 
of 15° to 20° P. 
Zt has been observed that an American roach, within 48 hours, 
ate three out of twelve living bedbugs given her. 
Hsrtnack, 1939, observes that "their feet are not fitted to 
crawl up smooth upright surfaces*, but they have been observed crawl¬ 
ing up the sides of smooth glass jars. 
Host of the foregoing parts of this section have bean taken 
from Hartnack, 1939, and Fssig, 1942. 
KUnlnatlon of cracks and crevioea which are utilised as hid¬ 
ing places by cockroaches is a good moans of driving them away. All 
inaccessible, dark, spaces should be eliminated, because it is in 
slash places that these insects thrive. Constant and oar©fill trapping 
keeps dawn the numbers, but fails to eliminate them entirely. Traps 
are easily constructed and operated. The principal method of trapping 
Is to induce the insects, by means of an attractent, to crawl into 
a container from which they cannot escape. A wide-mouthed gallon 
jar with fresh bread for bait makes a simple and effective trap. 
Vaseline should be smeared around the inside rim of the jar to pre¬ 
vent escape. The jar should be placed in a dark comer where there 
are evidences of roaches, and a means for the remedies to erswl up 
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to the sooth of the Jar mist be provided. The oookroaohes crawl op 
to the top of the Jar and drop in to get at the bread. The vaseline 
prevents then froa getting a footing an the glass so they are enable 
to escape. 
Another nsthod of trapping Is to saturate a cloth with beer 
and leave It In a dark corner overnight. In the aaralng step on it, 
killing all the roaches that have collected trader It during the night. 
The roach has nany natural easnles and their increase should 
be encouraged if feasible. All stages in devalopnent are attacked 
by predators and parasites. It has been stated that cockroaches In 
houses can be reduced and even eradicated by liberating one or two 
toads la the kitchen at night. If a bait to attract the roaches Is 
used, the toads can be caged. 
Cockroaches nay be controlled by weans of contact and stomach 
Insecticides. Good results are obtained with sodium fluoride dust* 
A Mixture of equal quantities of sod tun fluoride and chalk or flour 
Is used as a dust. Sulfur dust is also used. Hnrcovlteh, 1933, 
claia* that barlaa fluosilicate Is aore trade than sodium fluoride 
which Is the most commonly used roach poison. Derrla and pyrethrua 
dusts arc used with some success. Bote to flour nixed with 10$ der¬ 
rla gives successful results as does derrls and sugar, tihen powder 
Is deployed large quantities should be used frequently at short in¬ 
tervals. Persistence and thoroughness are essential. 
Kemper, 1937, states that control is sonatinas attained with 
various powders, contact sprays or poison baits, but fear rapid and 
complete extermination it Is necessary to fumigate. Hsrtnack, 1939, 
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believes that fumigation is less satisfactory than the other Methods. 
Fumigants used include hydrocyanic gas, carbon bisulfide, sulfur, and 
pyrethrum. Fumigation is considered by sons to be less efficient than 
insecticides. 
To protect the bindings of books Make a Mixture of one pint of 
Methylated spirits, one pint of shellac solution, one ounce of Mercury 
bichloride, and one ounce of white crystals of phenol. Apply this mix¬ 
ture rapidly with a brush to the covers, backs, and inside edges of 
books to protect them against cockroaches and other insects. This 
Method is not reeouasnriod because of its danger to children who night 
have access to the books. 
5. Bacteria and the Cockroach. 
As possible disseminators of pathogenic organisms including 
food-poisoning bacteria, cockroaches have received less attention 
than other dooastic paste. This is strange, considering the wide 
distribution of these insects, their abundance, their filthy habits, 
the opportunities they have of contaminating food, and the loathing 
with which they are regarded. They are eminently fitted to be car¬ 
riers of infectious organisms. 
Roaches do not transmit any disease-producing organisms dir¬ 
ectly to man but they do act as mechanical carriers of many patho¬ 
genic organisms, ffeofie, 1922, states that no evidence was obtained 
that any organisms used in experiments became established ns para¬ 
sites in the cockroach. The roach is a potential carrier of many 
pathogenic organisms, but is not proven to be a regular carrier of 
many* The izsseot can be expected to transfer disease organises which 
can be taken up fro© feces of nan or aninals and carried to food. 
Control is raoet necessary in public eating places where roaches can 
feed on sputa© and debris left by employees and customers. Pierce, 1921, 
states that a dirty enployee and a cockroach wake a bad coabination. 
In snail towns whore there is little sanitation and no sanitary 
sewerage the danger is great. There here been no consistent studies 
of roach transmission of disease, but there Is little doubt that if 
studies were node where disease transniasion Is possible, mash evi¬ 
dence against the roach could be obtained. In order to understand bet¬ 
ter the problem, end the methods and procedures used in the studies 
these are briefly niaeairixed. 
One of the first workers on the bacteria of aookroaohas was 
Longfellow, 1913. His wae pioneer work and relatively simple, four 
roaches were put separately into sterile flasks far 43 hours. The 
roaches were removed and nutrient bouillon agar poured into the flasks. 
The flasks were Incubated and the colonies obtained were studied. He 
removed and dropped the legs from five roaches Into nutrient bouillon 
agar. Each roach was dipped Into bichloride solution and dried In a 
sterile flask. The bodies were opened and flasks of bouillon were 
inoculated with the visceral contents. Both the legs and visceral 
contents showed the same species of bacteria. 
Barber, 1913, was another early worker. In one series of ex¬ 
periments he inoculated 26 cockroaches, U Tteridaneta waorlcana Lin¬ 
naeus and 15 Hhyparobla i^deme Fabricius, with a virulent strain of 
plague bacillus from a 24-hour mature. Inoculations were made 
under a aagnifying glass with a fins pipette of hard glass, the outer 
diameter of the point of which was 0.08 mu 0.3 cubic mm., about 
2 1/2 nilllon bacilli, were given in a salt solution. Inoculations 
were mode in the basal solerito of the dorsal surfaoo of the ccexn 
of the leg, where the chi tin is thin oaou^j to permit the easy passage 
of the pipette. In order to prevent oantanlnatioa cotton soaked in 
alcohol was first rubbed on this area. This was repeated after the 
inoculation and the wound was then covered with sterile vaseline. 
Each insect was placed in a separato bottle and kept at roon temper¬ 
ature. There were 6 dead the next day. Hanging drops, srsaars, and 
cultures were wads by sceptically squeezing out the contents of a 
femur of each of the dead roaches. Berber concluded that cockroaches 
nay be Infected by plague, but are not very susceptible to it. 
In another experiment Barber, 1914, caught, caged, and starved 
for a day or nor© several 8 ,-T Linnaeus adults and 
then put then separately Into wide-southed bottles. Cultures of 
cholera and liquid human feces were introduced into the bottles by 
aennj of pipettes. Powdered caroim was added to the naterlsl fed, 
to Identify the faces cample with a given feeding. After the material 
had been devoured the roaches were transferred to clean bottles and 
observed. In 6 hours carmine tinted feces were eliminated. On fol¬ 
lowing days the insects were fed beef broth, but no more cholera or 
cumins, this to obtain ffcesh feces for testing* Tests were mde by 
immediate microscopic examination, by direct transfer to Bieudonne 
plates, and by transfer to peptone for subsequent tests* Cholera 
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was found triable as long as 48 houro after feeding. The vomit of 
roaches was also determined to be a source of infection. In passage 
through the roach the vibrios became no more numerous and virulence 
did not change. 
In a series of experiment® by Macfie, 1922, individuals of 
rl Linnaeus sere kept singly in wirio-aoutbed jars. 
which were changed daily, and sere fed on moist bread. The factorial 
which it was desired to have the insects eat was smeared on moist 
bread. As soon as s roach had eaten it was transferred to a clean 
jar and fed on moist bread, and each pallet of faces passed during the 
following week or longer was collected. In some experiments, where it 
was desired to prevent the possibility of contamination of limbs, each 
roach was immobilised in e groove in a piece of cork fixed by a layer 
of paraffin to a gloss plate. This wits done to prevent the roach from 
contaminating the feces after it was passed. An indicator such as car¬ 
mine added to the material fad was sometimes found of assistance in 
shoving when the aateriol had pessed through the intestine. 
To obtain tissue free from contamination Glaser, 1930, forar 
ulated the following procedures Immobilize the roach with ether and 
then submerge it in a solution consisting of equal parte of 95$ alc¬ 
ohol and 1/1,000 mercuric chloride, after which it is mashed in 70$ 
alcohol. Amputate the extremities at their bases with sterile 
scissors and fasten the insect with sterile pins ventral side up 
in a fTeshly melted and hardened trey of paraffin. Flood the tray 
with 70$ alcohol before using It. After pinning the insect wash 
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the ventral surface with 70*£ alcohol and with a fine pipette force 
alcohol in between the external abdoninal segments. Singe the abdo¬ 
men with a hot spatula ant! remove the ventral chltln with sterile in¬ 
struments. Transfer the aaterial to sterile teat tubes. 
Stelnhaua, 1941, modifies this technique slightlyi Etherise 
the roach and dip the winga at the base, flesh the body for 1 to 2 
minutes in a solution of 2/1,000 nerouric chloride in 8o£ alcohol. 
Rinse in 4 washings of sterile saline to remove the disinfectant. 
Pissect under a dissecting microscope and keep the insect submerged 
in sterile saline throughout the operation, rut the edges of the 
insect along the sides of the abdomen from near the posterior end to 
the thorax with a pair of flamed 21ns scissors. Cut aoross the top 
of the abdomen immediately bade of the thorax and the entire dorsal 
wall of the abdomen can then be tilted beck leaving the viscera ex¬ 
posed. The operation might also be done ventrally. 
Stelahane used several culture methods. The dissected part 
was placed directly on media in Petri dishes or into tubes of sterile 
saline to be etreakmd. The media used ware nutrient agar, glucose 
agar, and Iforth'a gelatin chocolate agar, frequently just plain 
blood egar was used. The media were In ibatad at room temperature. 
Colonies were selected from the incubated plates and transferred to 
agar slants. Trm these slants differential teste were made and the 
organisms identified. Gram stains made directly from the contents 
of the digestive tract revealed no forms which did not appsar in the 
cultures. 
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Mow with the procedures an! methods la mind, a brief histor¬ 
ical review of the bacteriology of the roach la given. In 1865 Van 
Haaaalt claimed that IterlnlanBta Linnaeus causes a pecul¬ 
iar affection of the eyas of persons to whom the Insects any have 
been attracted by food or drink. 
JBlater, 1902, fed flfflrtfflrlaB fifafltentft OLULiUUm Perroncito, 
the cause of fowl cholera, Bwtfglai Koch, the cause of 
tuberculosis, and Bacterium anthracls Pave ins, the cause of anthrax, 
to Blatta mriewtailia Linnaeus and recovered all of then In the faces. 
Be considered Becterlua typhosus Eberth, the cause of typhoid fever, 
to be transmitted by cockroaches. 
Gao, 1906, was cm of the first to a tody the bacterial flam 
of the roach and to prove this Insect capable of disseminating bact¬ 
eria by contact and by leaving their faces on food and In cooking 
vessels. Ha Isolated many organisms from the feces of Blatta orient- 
alls Linnaeus and all of his experiments were conducted on this apec- 
lss of cockroach. 8**ai*m alba Klsenherg was Isolated and found to 
be non-psthogenie for rats after passage through the cockroach, even 
when fbd In pure culture or with other food. Sarclna aurantlaca 
Linder and Koch was isolated and four*? non-pathogenic for rata, but 
after being fad to roadies It became slightly pathogenic after re¬ 
covery ffcoa the roach faces. lutes Schroeter was Isolated 
and found non-pathoganlc for rats In all but four tests in which 
after recovery from the feces of the roaches it ms slightly patho¬ 
genic. large *a»niw»rtnt Perronoito ms fed. In atten- 
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uated aulture, to Blstta orleatalla Linnaeus. fhen fted to starved 
roaches without their food it passed out In the focen without increase 
in virulence, hut when fed in conjunction with food tlie culture re¬ 
gained its lost virulence, naaiiinw coll rachcrich, isolated froa the 
roech feces, was found to be pathogenic to rats. It reaained in the 
roach even after long fhating. After passage through the intestines, 
when introduced along with the food the organise s one tines increased 
greatly in virulence for rets by passage through the insects. Bac- 
flaagTOOTfli Uffittflftllfiltonff Flu^e was isolated and found to he 
non-pathogenic. f&en it was fed to roeohes that had been atarved for 
45 days it was found virulent for rats when isolated froa feces. 
Bethogonic attUlai fllffiffWHItBi nffttltolftfflffftlfinff Eiaenberg and Krueg¬ 
er was Isolated froa feces, lion-pathogenic n*alll»a segatheriua 
Kavenal, a chroaogealo organise found in soil, was isolated froa roach 
feces and found non-pathogenle for rats when passed through the insect, 
fiafltthin mfatolGao was isolated and found to vary in virulence. 
aeaudoedeas aallgno Gao, the cause of naUgnant pseudoedeaa, 
was isolated and found virulent. iw»iiii« radlclfomla Tataroff, a 
saprophytic arganleii found in water, was isolated and proved non- 
pathogenic. fiXnX^rhQMMsi G**# ainilar to ftwaitoifi Mr 
thraola Bavaine, was isolated and found pathogenic. Beaches starved 
for 21 days still passed this organlsa in their feces. 
Khrehborg, a bacterium seldom pathogenic, is found In air, 
soil, and water. When fed to starved Platte orlcntalls Linnaeus 
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with other food it boomm slightly pathogenic. tlfoalmila 
Gao wna isolated from f&oes and found to vary In virulence. Its vir¬ 
ulence was Increased by feeding it to oockroaahea with other food* 
Brabla strains of Snlylllw Ganalela, the cause of fowl 
diarrhea, were fed to roaches starved far 45 days and were recovered 
In the tmoBB deprived of virulence. However these strains when fbd 
with bread and west infusion regained Intense pathogenicity* 
Sorrel, 1911, found that on board ship cockroaches conveyed 
such organises as pathogenic staphylococci and viable tubercle bac¬ 
illi* He aade cultures tro* feces passed by cockroaches and froa 17 
apeolaens Isolated fingaiWI IftSUft ftfiMBMtt Escherich and 
cloacae Jordan* Several roaches fed on tuberculous sputua and on 
pus containing staphylococci passed these organises in the feces* 
Cockroaches are heavily populated with bacteria both inside 
the body end outside. Herns, 1913, found that the bacterial popula¬ 
tion of Hlnttnli* gernanloa Linnaeus was not lass than 13,370. Re 
states that wore bacteria are fount? on the hind legs than on the 
other two pairs combined. Zt has not been proven that cockroaches 
actually transfer disease, but It Is known that various disease organ¬ 
isms remain alive In their Intestines and oan be eliminated alive. 
Cockroaches at tinea sat their own faces, so that organisms deface ted 
by one roach could be picked up by others* 
Barber, 1913 and 1914, determined that cockroaches aay be 
infected by plague, but era very slightly susceptible to it* The 
organisms not only am passed out in the feces, but multiply in the 
intestines. Porininneta amarffcann Linnaeus fad on taxman faces con¬ 
taining Snlrllltra cholerao Itoeh, the organism causing cholera, passed 
the Hiring vibrios in their fOoea up to 79 hours, and when fed on 
cholera cultures, up to 24 hours, k cockroach ess aloo observed to 
disgorge portions of its seals st Intervals of 10, 20, and 60 minutes 
after feeding, sufficient tine for it to pass from toilets to human 
food. The 60-rd.mte sample contained vibrios. So cholera organisms 
mere found in the other disgorged samples. 
Longfellow, 1913# confirmed the observation that cholera 
organisms multiply in the intestines of Perlolaneta anerloanf\ Lin¬ 
naeus. He isolated ffrflllfryt coll ooawunia Kscherleh, Beilins grot- 
<> 
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Kilt iv Ifteoocus auropa Itosenbaoh, 
cornua Passet end fl***^*^ Hn Hhrenberg from the exterior of 
four roaches, k streptococcus that homolysed human blood mas isolated 
from the intestines of one roach. Longfellow stated that both the 
legs and visceral contents contained the same types of bacteria* 
Plptitherla organisms on sterile bread mors fad to cockroaches and 
recovered from legs and viscera. $J&2s£agsssm mmOBS. 2mm Hoeen- 
bach, the chromogone violaoeus, pyocyaneus and prodlgloous shewed the 
same results, k good growth of saprophytic bacteria mas obtained by 
allowing six WJE&&X2& H ■> m- ill* WI Linnaeus to crawl for one minute 
over six sterile agar plates. 
mcrococcua Btoafagfl&Bl the cm» of an insect 
bacterlasis Halted to the legs mas experimentally transmitted to 
PmwlttljiiMittt ttwayloana Linnaeus by Iterthrup, 1924* 
ZL 
Worm, 1915, proved that ,'^fl,Btofto9BCUR anSBHM ffilESM. fos- 
enbooh end ^ ta rhvlooocmiH pmagapes albua hosonhach causing septicemia 
In nan to be capable of being carried by gerninfoa Linnaeus 
on its fleet* the roach can contaminate food on which it feeds or with 
which it 00008 in contact. Both organiami ere found on the cockroach 
in nature. He also allowed that ivwlnianatn Linnaeus not 
only discharged viable cholera organises, but these arganlmsa miltiply 
inside the cockroach. 
Scott, 1915, noted that cockroaches are trouble sons around fey 
whan cases of enteric favor originate in the poorer rugions of King¬ 
ston, Jamaica. 
La varan and franchlnl, 1920, Isolated Snirochaeta 3»rlnl*aat»a 
La varan from ogsxiStUMk Linnaeus and Blstta nriantAli^ Lin¬ 
naeus. 
Piero©, 1921, stated that feaniiM mihtll i« Shrsnberg, an organ- 
isa found in air, soil, and water, is seldom pathogenic. However, it 
becomes slightly pathogenic to rats when fed to starved orient- 
•u& Ljiiywauft along with other food. 
feefie, 1922, found the following organisms appeared to pass un¬ 
harmed through Peridanetn LinnaeusJ fotollltia tuberculosis 
Koch, r^gillim laorae Hansen, Gonococci^ typhosus 1-berth, 
and Snirillaii cholerao Zopf. Bnclllita miyatyshoaus Winslow and Bac- 
flifluffi dvaanterlac ;>hlga gave negative results. Cockroaches fed freely 
on tuberculous sputum and norml-appearing, virulent tubercle bacilli 
were faun! in the feces from the second to the fifth day. & roach 
fed scrapings fron the nose of a leper passed Beclllua lenraa Hansen 
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In its feces for a day or two after. The bacilli did sot appear in* 
Jured. EfigHIUfl SggfagBg Sberth, ^fiUX^ WH&CSbStam Winslow and 
dysenterlce ohign aero fed on bread to roaches imoblliaed 
in cork. Teats of the feces for 10 days thereafter failed to show 
any of these organisms. Slnilar results sere obtained with gonococci. 
ftiofie isolated a few species of Snlrochsote from the feces of Peri- 
nlnnato marlaea* Linnaeus. Be concluded that the feces of roaches 
are always, or almost alwoyn oontasdnateri with innumerable bacteria 
of various types. 
Taklnoff and ftUlaa, 1922, observed tliat cockroaches ore abund¬ 
ant in Petrograd and are capable of polluting water. 
cuenoti Blockaann was found by Lvov, 1923, 
in the fat-bodies of roaches. 
Tods, 1923, stated that conditions in the cockroach are unfavor¬ 
able to a prolonged survival of cholera vibrios, though the roach is 
inportent as a possible vector. Ha considered that under shipboard 
conditions the possibility of cholera transmission by roaches is ln- 
ninent. 
BMterfta te-auacae Foubenri and resoayeaux causes a 
bacterial Infection in house flies, hen Injected into cockroaches 
the Bantering killed then in IB to 24 hours according to Boubaad and 
Bssoayeaux, 1923. 
In Foraosa FpfrtVfllff tynhi Sehroeter, Bmililim 
Shiga and Vibrio choleras Beieser were excreted unharmed frog roaches. 
They nay remain viable if excreted in aoist places, and way cause new 
infection (Banahlta, 1926). 
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Teljera, 1926, stated that cockroaches act as mechanical car¬ 
riers. He recovered the bacilli of dysentery, leprosy, ant? tuberculo¬ 
sis from cockroaches. 
Sbushlta and Tsuchlnoohl, 1926, added tbo typhoid bacillus to 
TolJeraf8 list. ♦ 
Hscterioid bodies, structurally analagotis to Gram-pooitiwe 
bacteria, wore found in HUttolls aaraanlca Linnaeus by Heukoun, 1927. 
Holliwm, 1927, aseptloally inoculated cockroaches with ffdro- 
S&2&L MMtfaBMt and Egtaataftta, htaflMltoa Been. 'These spiro- 
chaetes were unable to survive. 
Stllovidov, 192B, found bactericide present In aseptloally 
reared Blnttella Romanics Linnaeus. 
TTollnan, 1928, states that "spirochaetes disappear when fed 
to roaches, indicating that the only Insects in which blood parasites 
oan survive are blood sucking ones." 
In ftirlplaneta Lltmomm, Glaser, 1930, fQuart beat- 
erlooysts in the fat tissues. The cytoplasm of the fat tissue was 
filled with these diptheroidal bacilli. 
Blattnbeotarlua mmBtt BloctaBiW la a syabiont of Platta 
orlantalla tl— (Hollanr!, 1931). 
Tanner, 1931# states that cockroaches nay help spread bacteria 
causing food-poisoning such as Castellan! 
froa rodent droppings. They aay play a pert in the dissemination of 
tuberculosis and pyogenic organises, aw! they could spread micro- 
organisms causing food spoilage j however, they are not incriminated 
In rsany actual outbreaks of eowainioable diseases. He further states 
that an outbreak of typhoid fever in Chicago was caused V cockroaches 
carrying the bacteria, but the evidence was not convincing. 
In the leprosy sanitarian near Talnku 26. 8£ of PariniAnete 
aiaerlflwtt^ Linnaeus carried acid-fast bacilli in their Intestines 
(Arrynsi, 1934). 
r unham, 1933, states that the ar^mlsms causing tuberculosis, 
typhus, aw! other dlsoaaea remain alive In the roach intestines and 
can be eliminated alive. 
Babers, 1933, killed Bar-jrrtflratn Maaricw^ Linnaeus by in¬ 
fecting oereua Basset, a common spore-faming bacterium 
found in soil. 
Koch, 1938, demonstrated aycetocyste, Gram-negative rods, 
in visceral fat bodies of the Blattld abdomen. 
Hatcher, 1939* states that Perlnlaneta aaerlq*n« Linnaeus 
harbors ftndpiia Ehrenberg end other bacteria. 
In 63 egg oases of Blattella geraanlca Linnaeus, Hartnack, 
1939* found a apare-fanaing bacillus in taro* a yellow earciaa in 
four, Adults harbor these also. The importance to the cockroaches 
of such corns is not known, 
Stsinhaua, 1941* isolated the following argrmisiaa from Blat- 
«r«nii-a Unoaouai l&ohorlohlfl noli roohorlch sail ftfflrahaiME 
Slaasaa Jordan fron tho dlfiaetiv® treat, Stroatococcua faeoalln 
Aaireuea tvoa the aid intestine, and Aarobictor oloncaa Jordan from 
an Immature egg case. 
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$. Virus ant! the {Vtrdrynwf^ 
Blattalla geraanica Linnaeus carries and retains the yellow 
favor virus within Its body cavity for 15 days. Roaches are omnivor¬ 
ous and sat deed mosquitos and excreta fron sick nonkeys. The roaches 
are then cau^it and eaten by nonkeys, thus completing the cycle (Whit¬ 
field, 1959). 
7. Ftmgi and the Cockroach 
Sorrell, 1911, found thet on board ship roaches conveyed nolds. 
Aspergillus so dusted on bread and fbd to four roaches gave large num¬ 
bers of spores in the feces. 
%ofle, 1922, states that nolds and funcal hyphne are always, 
or alaost always, found in flarlnlwnetji saerloana Linnaeus faces. 
Filippov, 1926, isolated Mnoor wllllmn^ll Filippov ft-oa 
the intestine of nwinlenat. mrrlQBHP Llnaaeue feceo. 
8. Yeaate god the Cockroach 
Toasts are always, or almost always, fount? in 
awerloana Linnaeus faces (Sfeefle, 1922). 
Jfeukona, 1927, found yeast cells in Hlattaile Lin¬ 
naeus. 
Hartnack, 1939, found a yeast in 43 of 63 egg eases of Blat- 
tail« tmmnieuk Linnaeus. This yeast was also harbored by the adult. 
Steinhaus, 1941# isolated an unidentified yeast fron the all* 
nentary tract of flar«»Linnaeus. 
9. fvotoaott sag. Jia fimrtgflnfih 
Laidy, 1879 isolated KndeMoeha Leidy from a roach. 
Porter, 1919, re parte that cysts of Qlnrdle lanhlla ntiles 
fra* nan nay pass unhareed through the aliaontary canal of cock¬ 
roaches and are then infective to shite rats. 
la varan and Franchini, 1920, isolated snail nurabers of Hero- 
etoaonaa nsrlnlanstaa ftpon Barinlflneta aasrioana Linnaeus. Greaar- 
las. ftlfittBTUB Voa Slebold «er» MTS nmaroua. 8—0—8 IMrlnlan- 
etas is pathogenic to aloe. 
Pierce, 1921, states that "both the sexual and asexual cycles 
of Kndaaoeba folflViflft Butsohli are passed in the intestines of 
ta orisntalis Linnaeus". This Bndaeoaba same to hers no haraful 
effect on the roach. arthonterua ferial is parasitic 
in Bletta sp. Leotoaonas blattarun retain is parasitic in the endoderu 
of motto QfloatoHo Linnaeus. ClonolArlao Malaga Von 3i»bold is 
parasitic in the intestines of Perinlnneta aasrioana Linnaeus, as 
io siasaUsim momSiila *eOboM. fl—aaSU team sohnaidor 
is parasitic in the intestines of larpnn^a* Linnaeus. 
Gregarlna lsfleri Pinto and rirfaevatia ftstfgKj&flcl ^tastier are para¬ 
sitic in the intestines of aasrioana Linnaeus. Greg- 
«riwa blattarura Von f»Iebold is parasitic in the intestines of Blat- 
teil* gsreantn^ Linnaeus, Periplanota anoricanp Linnaeus and Blatta 
orisntalis Linneaus. gliatonhorp neriplanetac Luts and Splondore is 
parasitic in Blatta oriental In Linnaeus. PHatoahora §£. causes 
neoplasia of adipose tissue of Blatta ariantal^ Linnaeus. Itroto- 
therus Laidy is parasitic in the Intestines of Blatta orlent- 
Linnaeus. 
Ghosh, 1922, in Calcutta found Balentidlua avatua and two 
individuals of Belentidlua hlntterua Ghosh in the intestinal tract 
of awaatoyte Mwrifl&ra um»m» 
III J%trograd cockroaches are heavily Infested with flagel¬ 
lates an! other organisas inducing lUsmS* ftyotofthorug 
SQffiUa Uidy9 toitammg, striate BOtschli, Loohoaoma 
blnttae Stein, and Entewoeba blattao Lsidy. Females have the highest 
percentage of infestation (Yakinoff and &lles, 1922). 
*%cfie, 1922, fed Entamoeba Schaudlna and Enta- 
noehfi coll I*oesch in blood and mucous from stools containing active 
notlle individuals to Ferlnlansta aaerloam Linnaeus. They ears net 
recovered in the feces of the roach, then cysts ware fed in huzaan 
feces they sere recovered in 7 of the 9 experiments. The cysts sere 
found froa mis to three days later and appeared to be unharmed. T nta- 
noeha resembling Sndanoebs coll T.oesch from the faces of a monkey was 
fed, but no motile forms or cysts wro recovered in the roach feces. 
A few days later this experiment was repeated and numerous healthy- 
appearing cysts were recovered cm the second and third days. fliardla 
intea tinelie LambOL cysts in human feces were fed to roaches in two 
experiments and appeared to be unharmed in the roach feces. £a2AB&l~ 
diun blattamaa Ghosh is common In the feces of SnAitoffite Mfirigflnft 
Linnaeus. In a few individuals Qre«MHLn«\ hlattama Von Siebold and 
Entamoeba hlattama Leidy were found. 
There is a possibility that Kala-azar infection in Assam is 
spread by insects in their excreta which contains the parasite. The 
excreta are deposited on the akin of humans and inoculated by scratch¬ 
ing or by ingestion orally. Insect® era known to harbor the flagel¬ 
lates. Cockroaches may infect man directly through food or indirectly 
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by being swallowed by lizards and then reaching food in lizard ex* 
crete (Toung, 1924). 
^srlshita, 1926, observed cysts of Entaaoahn pitheci Prowazok 
excreted unharmed from roaches. 
t 
Kudo, 1926, found Bnfoaoaha Leidy in the linen of a 
cockroach. 
Herpetononaa blaberae Teljera and Entamoeba n*ne Weapon and 
O'Connor sere obtained froa Blabera. Cockroaches fed on feoes con¬ 
taining lawhlla cysts contained then 24 hoars after, ilggs of Hyman- 
olonia nana Von Siebolri and cysts at n lard la lntaatlwaHa Lanhl. have 
been recovered Anon roaches fed infected material (Teljera, 1926). 
Thomson and Lucas, 1926, in Bt^land, found Bndanoeba blattae 
Leidy In the intestines of Blatta orientclis Linnaeus. 
Cleveland, 1927, found a paraneciun in stonachs of cockroaches. 
Pesaoe and Correa, 1927, find that cysts of Glardia iA«hli^ 
Stiles nay be ingested by cockroaches end later nay be regurgitated 
or deposited in their feoes in a living condition. Thus it is pos¬ 
sible that roaches nay aid in the distribution of the cysts of huamn 
proto®oa. roaches also disseminate cysts of Glardia IflhajflttLUl 
Lehbl. 
blattaa Leidy, Kndamoeba thaaaoni and Fndallany 
blattae Leidy sere found in the hind gut of Blatta orlentalin Lin¬ 
naeus at London. Both of the latter were also found in Bar^hjanota 
Marianna Unaaous. In Blatta ortentalla Linnaeus, fariMmilM striata 
Butachli was found in two of the three colonies examined. Lochomonas 
V 
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striata Butschli and Tfodmsoeha blattae Tims at Baltimore wars found 
In ffaflafcfflffta mmSmm ISammm. 5ggABtoaP.^tt australaslae Fhbri- 
cius from Florida was Inflated with Hyotothorus avails Leidy (Lucas, 
1927). 
Wegner, 1928, found that Trichomonas hoainls died in 2 to 
5 1/2 hours in the roach crop so this insect is probably not a ear* 
rier. 
Wraith and Barret, 1928, found Pnrtanoeba thoaeonl in rbrl- 
ftaaricfliw Linnaeus. 
Sassuchin, 1928, reports that 20 per cent of Plattn nriantalta 
Linnaeus is infested with Tfrotothcras avails Leidy. 
IPfl&Apha MUHfTTl "** recorded froa £g£i&Xfiaa&l 
aoericana Linnaeus on a ship at Shlgon. Tour roaches yielded 20 
each (Weill, 1929) 
Hegner, Augustine, and Root, 1929, state that Lonhomonaa 
fclfl&toaa stein, arataStessa anUn ^»^dy and a BmmtB&Am 
resembling Folvaastix Grassi occur in the cockroach In¬ 
testine. They consider cockroaches a possible distributing agent 
of FnrtiBwto htatateSlai x«wis. 
Fantham, 1929, isolated Qqffludm BfittBai Siebold 
from Ferldaneta anerioana Linnaeus and jaftllgMa RWtttffillfln An¬ 
naeus. Some of the roaches were trapped in nines 5,000 feet below 
the surface. 
Hegner, 1929, states that cockroaches act as hosts for a 
considerable matter of intestinal protozoa. Among these are 
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several dilates, SfotoliffiJlMI htettflTffil Ghosh and flretotherus avails 
Lelriy, three species of anoebe? Fnflftmrtbn blattae Lelriy, Sntaaoebe 
thoaaonl Loses and &iriollraax blattae Leiriy. Among the flagellates 
®*» l&J&mPM* Matoma ^tel&f taateaattMl striata Mtschli, 
gfamgSta g^toasVaaH i&Bus&a jafljflaaalMt Beiar. 
Avreck, 1931, found spares of fcffrafr&gldffg MCMUMttlMI Avreck 
in the dri-intestinal calls sails and oaecae In 60 roaches examined. 
^fln^Wara Young was found In the rectun 
of 31 of 51 ffltttpMft flPgiUlteft Linnaeus, 16 of 22 gjft&fl gjtthMl 
Linnaeus, and 106 of 140 Perlolaneta amerioan^ Linnaeus by Young, 
1935. 
Sweetaan, 1936, lists ^ltogyces nerlnlanetao Linnaeus and 
Spl. found In the Malpighian tubulea of cockroaches. 
In the ellnentery tracts of 93 Blatta orlentalls Linnaeus 
mm found the flagellates Trlohononaa and SbUflBfta&2£* anoebae, in¬ 
fusoria and spirella. When allowed to feed an bread impregnated with 
focal witter containing Schaudlnn, fotiaaOPJfr 
mli Loesch, and Enrtaaoeba nans Weapon and O'Connor the roach retained 
then for 1 to 20 days. Therefore this insect nay aet ae a transmit¬ 
ter of infection (%rianl and Besta, 1936). 
Young, 1937, found that cockroaches retained Gland la cysts 
as long as 12 days. 
Kudo, 1939, states that the following protozoa are enriocoa- 
asnsals of the cockroachs Retortaaonaa blattae Bishop found in the 
colon, Hexanlta cerlolanetae Baler found in the gut, tetflMMI 
blattarua Stein in the colon, Endaaoeba ^la^Jfl^Btttschli in the 
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colon, thnraaonl Lucas la tha colon, vndiVH—* hl.ttjm 
iMoaa In the colon, lanlocyetln achnoldarl fomatlar In the body 
eavlty of R»rln1«ni.t« MgrlSMn Linnaeus; Qrmrlna blattarna Von 
Siabold In the gut, Coeloaoarldlun acrlolnnotnc Luts and r.plendare 
In the lwa of tha nalplghlan tubules, BalawMdin. praeaiclentun 
Kudo and ’toglltach In the colon, and Hvototheruo ovelln Leldy in 
the colon. 
Hateber, 1939, found ffinrtVftmtt SSSUA teidy in Perlolaneta 
.ill >J* 
10. Helnintfco aad the Cockroach. 
The tapeworo Eavaiaea so. nay be disseminated by roaches 
(V;eUnrm, 1910). 
Hamtodes parasitic in rata nay produce tumors. The inter- 
nedlate host of these norsatones Is Blatte arlentulla Idnnaeua. Hats 
aat the roaches and thereby ingest the parasites. The rat cannot be 
infected fron eggs. The eafaryo develops in the roach (Anon, 1913)* 
That cockroaches play a role in huaan cancer is suggested by 
Fibinger and Dltlevscn, 1914, finding that they serve as intermediate 
hosts to the nematode Gongylooem neoolftsticun. Fibigor and fltlev- 
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son which produces a carcinoon of the stomach of rets. 
The threadwora GongyloaBna hnalAl* Stiles nay be introduced 
into aan by insects. A case has been reported of infection of the 
human Month. It is widespread amongst animals. Infection probably 
occurs froaa swallowing insects such as cockroaches (Stiles, 1921). 
Pierce, 1921, reports the following parasitic warns from 
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Bint-tall* geraanlca Linnaeus, Blatta orlantslin Linnaeus and Perl- 
Blftflft&i Mffltoaaa aatifta&gffiiurAQjigla revalue, a 
topoworm parasitic In nan; figrtarlmm »oulflB.tioun Pibiger and fit- 
levsen, a human nereitode producing cancer-like tumors In rate stom¬ 
achs; Gongylonom soutatun Idler, a oonaon parasite of cattle; 
Qmaafflffnff gflfitofiU HoHn, a parasite of hog; flUiffflfl gftfateafl- 
Ufi. ffagalhaesj laUttali agn&4£QKala an acanthocophalon 
parasite of rodents and occasionally of nan; a larval nanatodo evidently 
a wmber of the family EBlrurfrfoq; SPtafffl 'filler, a 
parasite in the alimentary tract of the hedgehog; Qxvurla dlealngl 
Kaimersehlrit; Cbarurla bulhoeai re ’fegolhaes; Oxvurla knuekell Caleb; 
end fivtotiPPISA gfUlffijmteflfc Kurlolphi. 
The larvae of the acanthocophalon 3anU&gnri.a afiflUitoai* 
Brens, was described frcw the abdonlnal cavities of African roaches. 
They are not passed out in the feces. Thirty cysts were found In a 
Perldanetfl nnffrlMIT Unaaeus. Gravid feaalee of Qgadfl &8&&Sr 
orlentella Rarsnerachldt were found also. Infection in nan Is caused 
bv pollution of food by cysts from disintegrated roaches (Southwell, 
1922). 
Qrvurls flies fori Faraosrschidt heavily infos to cockroaches la 
Petrograd (laklnoff and Slllea, 1922). 
Froo experiments performed It Is clear that eggs of many In¬ 
testinal warns nay pass unharmed through roaches and as these Insects 
feed on human feces they nay aid In the dissemination of these para¬ 
sites. In sons oases the initial stage of development took place In 
the eggs during their stay in the roach. The eggs of flttfilimSft 
Linnaeus in human faces iff e Coeye whan tad to P»rlpI*nBta as 
saaared on bread appeared unhartasd in the egg stage in two of four 
experlmenta. In seven experiments eggs of the hookworm Aocvloatowi 
dtmday^ Pub. and flaoator anerloarla Stiles fed in the sane manner 
passed through unharmed and appeared in feces for from one to tiiree 
days, and had undergone aone development. Anovlootoraa cevlanicug in 
dog taoOB roasted alallarly. Eggs of Asoarls lunbrlanldn Linrmeus 
passed thrombi unharmed in the feces far one to two days in five ex¬ 
periments. Trichuria trichuris Linnaeus eggs passed through unharmed 
having undergone alight developcasnt. binary deposits containing 
Schiatosows haenatbbiura were fed to roaches on breed and unharmed 
eggs appeared in the faces the next day (r&efio, 1922). 
Young, 1924, reports Osaruris blattae Rudolph! frequently 
la feces of SteXubaftfA ttMMTtafflfi Unnaeus. 
Saabaon, 1924, studying the incidence of cancer In Italy, 
concluded that there is s correlation between It and the degree of 
Infestation of houses by roaches. It Is always greatest in houses 
closest to a bakery. Mill, sugar refinery, or other business favor¬ 
able to roach breeding. He stated that the cockroach harbors flat 
sad round warns which infest nan and cause cancer. 'The cockroach 
harbors Rpinwaidsa and Gonggloneaa. Hats feed on the roaches and 
gat care icons of the stonaoh. Two tapeworms of the genus Hyuenolspia 
are harbored by roaches. 
The larval nsaatods Gongylonons flEjjfflfclt Tokognwa was found 
In the Muscles of at lunate g Lirmaaua and Porlnlaneta 
auatralanlae Fahrlolua la Japan by Tokogmre, 1925 
Blair, 1925, found Gongyloaeas in cockroach nuscles. 
Beylis, 1925, founr? OoraarloneBia nsoplastlcaa Fibiger and 
ritlavsen In some roaches. ?&ce heconB infected by eating the in- 
sects. Kiatta arlentwlln Linnaeus was not infected by eating Gonaylo- 
neaa eggs, but gemanica Linnaeus was. 
Nemtades are parasitic in the intestinal tract of blattlda 
found in Brasil (Sehwenk, 1926). 
«H|»* 
Eggs of the helnlnths Ascaria lunbricoldea Linnaeus, Tri¬ 
te trichuris Linnaeus, and hookworms are excreted unharmed from 
roaches. They may remain viable if excreted in a moist place and 
nay cause a new infection (Harlshlta, 1926). 
The roach PygffttWfaa gyXHBBbr«g 3cudder contained the worn 
causing eye worn of poultry, but T>erihlaneta amerlcnnn Linnaeus and 
mmkaiMatot fabrioius did not. Birds fad on the roach 
beeaae infected. The larvae are ingested by the roach Aron chicken 
droppings (fielding, 1926). 
Oran, 1926, reports that Protogplrura Columbians Oran, a nema¬ 
tode, develops from encysted larvae in roaches. Hats become infected 
by eating roaches. 
Baolgalupo, 1927, states that 
Brenaer in Argentine utilises l^XP3smMk Bffltdlttflaa hinnaeus as an 
iaternadlats host”. 
Baolgalupo, 1928, observes Moniliformis Cromer 
in two out of 472 rat intestines, aarimanetii ansrlcana Linnaeus 
is the intermediate host in Argentina. 10 to 25 per cent of the 
roaches were found infected. 
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Ptewoa aart Correa, 1929, found nnnlllfnmrf.. 
Bremser in Parlo^myiift UggjgtM Linnaeus. 
Eight Perlolaneta nnerioana Linnaeus contained larvae or 
ova of the hookworm jMXla&m dHttkflftlfc Bub. and ova were found 
in the feces, Idaneeua contained none (Porter, 
1930). 
In the 'taseun of ^*ria six leaurs were heavily infested with 
Z22&&S23ES&2. SiSgOZB. »»* fcSSlhsaSESftLa idMhU ^be intermediate 
host was Hi gamanica Linnaeus in the museum, but some other 
insect serves in the native habitat. The infection was experimental¬ 
ly produced by feeding roaches to a oat, fox, badger, and hedgehog. 
This is an example of the adaptation of an exotic parasite to a 
vicarious intermediate host (Brumpt, 1930). 
Old has, 1931, states that blattids ore the interned late 
hosts of oestode Hynenolonais Hiirltnitw Rudolphi. 
geraanloq Linnaeus and Hlatta oriental la Linaaeus 
serve as interned late hosts for Protosnirtfra bonne, a neaatode found 
In 4 per cent of rat stomachs in Chicago (Prompt, 1931)* 
Lucfcer, 1932, fed eggs of Gongyloneaa of ruminant origin to 
Blattella geraanicB Linnaeus and recovered the larvae by dissection. 
Baelgalupo, 1933, states that jEUkMto fimrXGtim Linnaeus 
is thelntenasdiate host of CpQgylCTlfft Fibiger and 
Ditlevsen In Argentina. 
Oran, 1934, fed the eggs of the nematode 
helix to Plattellft gemanica Linnaeus and recovered third instar 
larvae. 
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l1mmmlMtUI2A UmSmL art tetex&m anpendiculate 
iBidy are oomon in 85 per cent of Perlolaneta waarimnw Linnaeus 
colleoted at Kansas State College. la sons individuals there vers 
as many as 30, each 3 am. long (tobrovolqjr, 1934). 
Alicite, 1935, fed (kmgylonens pulchrua iolin eggs to roaches 
and these eggs hatched in 24 hours and developed to third instar lar¬ 
vae in 32 days. They encyst in the sarcoplasm of the miacles. 
The ness todes jorums dleaingl Haaaerschidtiella and Thelas- 
Sam ftPBftnflLeidy attack SUitSft orientalia Linnaeus (Sweet- 
nan, 1936). 
93 ECLatta orientalia Linnaeus at Somaliland had in their 
alimentary tracts helninth ova of the genera Rntwrahltyi. Trlchurla. 
AftgflUft* and ffrftftfefflgUfl* fhd Slaflfey3P.Ua ®es» on bread, the 
roach retained the eggB for one to twenty days and this insect nay 
therefore act aa a transmitter of infection ('feriani and Bssta, 1936). 
The helminth poultry parasites AF*iVKW^,f annullces Lucas are 
found in Blattalla gertwmlca Linnaeus. I-Scperimental Infection was 
obtained with Bna«as«&aB mfcmmmfa Linnaeus on! Bgft Bfiftggai 
Cobbold (Alicite, 1937). 
Hutson, 1938, in Antique found both turkeys and fowl infested 
with Oxyardrura aansoni Cobbold of which the cockroach jaaMBBtoft 
sarinansasia Linnaeus is the interned late host. Adults and nymphs 
are both heavily infested. 
Roaches have the ability to ingest and discharge unharmed in 
the fboes eggs of Asoaris luabricoidaa Linnaeus, Sftgaia mgtmt* 
Goeye, Schistosoma hafsantohlug Bilhara, a»1 various hookworms. It 
is obvious that with the possible exception of the first there Is no 
chance of the insect disseminating these helminths. Quite otherwise 
are the cases where the roach way serve as an interned late host. 
In such, their role is to transmit the infection in nature to other 
aninal hosts, but the possibility of direct transmission to nan ex- 
ists. ’tonlllfomla nonlllfgrain Brenner, na intestinal parasite of 
rats and rarely of nan, peases its early stags in BeririlenatB anarl- 
oana Linnaeus. aemanioa Linnaeus Is readily infected by 
neaatodes Oongylonena nulohnaa Holla and this is probably the source 
of the rare huann infection. The human tapeworm Dayalnea aadarmacar- 
lens is Da vain© is supposed to undergo development in Perlhlwnata 
aaericana Linnaeus, development of Hvrasnolepla dlwlnute Rudolph! 
in roaches was not obtained (Riley and Johanmon, 1938). 
Oebus monkeys died from OagteBBtoaOL OiGedoelst in¬ 
fection. It was found in Leucouhoea MtftBBft Fabrieius, one of six 
species of readies In houses (Foster and Johnson, 1939). 
Hatcher, 1939, found and TgJ&- 
atona bwilhoeal in aperioana Linnaeus. 
11. Arachnid a gal the Cockroach. 
The larvae of a Taraonenid was found on a few occasions in 
the feces of Psrlnl.int.ta flMrtmiM Linnaeus ('feefio, 1922). 
Arachnids that infest rate and have cockroaches as insect 
hoote are Anaaltjonoptaa nutana l obln awl lawpamtia, which causas 
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typical lesions in the feet of fowls, and Fsoroptoa cunlcull Pelafond 
which produces lesions in the rabbit ear (Goyanes, 1926). 
12. Insects and Cockroach. 
The larvae of the snail fly Auhlochoeta xnnthenla Speieer, 
belonging to the faaily Fhorldae, causes intestinal wyinois in na 
on the Gold Coast. Its eggs and larvae gain entrance to the huaan 
i 
alinentory tract in food, and particularly In stale neat. In a 
single experiment eggs of the fly were fed to a roach on nolst breed. 
On the second and third day fecal pellets were found to contain ffcag- 
nenta of eggs. Up to the fourteenth day no evidence was found of the 
fly in any stage of development (&cfie, 1922). 
The larvae of Oestrus an. which penetrate the gastric isucoea 
of the horse, faming lesions that nay degenerate into oarclnooa, 
infests rets and nay have cockroaches as insect hosts (Goyaaea, 1926). 
Larval Tenphrlo noiltor Linnaeus were recovered from the feces 
of cockroaches (Teljera, 1926). 
frlfrttfahftgOT ** &m?Md perasite of the 




iix. pETERimmoH op bqrsal parm. 
Auer lean cockroaches, flyrtpfofflPfrt !U«SdifflMR Linnaeus, were 
collected from several buildlags on the oaopus of the Massachusetts 
State College in Aaherst, Massachusetts. Wide-southed gallon jars 
were placed in corners of rooos that were infested. Fresh bread and 
apples were used as bait. Cockroaches attracted by the bait crawled 
up sticks which were placed against the rims of the jars. In attempt¬ 
ing to reach the food, the cockroaches dropped into the jars) and once 
inside, the insects were unable to escape because vaseline spread on 
the rlns prevented then from getting a foothold an the glass. 
The roaches thus collected were put into a large iron pail 
with a vnaeline-oneared riw. Crtwpled paper toweling was placed in 
the pail to give the cockroaches hiding pieces and acre surface an 
which to crawl. The toweling also served to taka up the excess 
In order to furnish a humid environment, which the cockroaches 
seen to prefer, the pail was endowed within a larger copper ebaaber 
covered with glass. Water was placed in the botton of the chamber. 
The cockroaches were kept an a unifora diet of fresh bread 
and apple for at least a week before being used in an experiment. 
Fresh water was furnished then daily. Wo other food or liquid was 
given these cockroaches. 
The bases for all classification and description in this sec¬ 
tion are Wudo, 1939, and Hegner, Hoot, and Augustine, 1929. 
Feces of the cockroach ware collected as noted in Section IV, 
ant! placed mi dean glass slides, dilated with saline solution, and 
examined microscopically. 
^ b. fa fateattaa 2 
The gut was removed as described in Section IV, although the 
aseptic precautions were not taken since there was slight danger of 
contamination. The various portions of the tract were separated into 
their component parts, each being sub-divided aa subsequently des¬ 
cribed. Sneers sere node of the notorial in each of the several sec¬ 
tions. The snsars sere treated with Schmid inn *8 fixative and stained 
with fcllory's triple stein and then examined microscopically. 
2. Results, 
Examinations sore node of the feces and intestinal tracts of 
8lx Ancrloan roaches, ftayfnlwr^tn aaorlanna Linnaeus. One of the 
intestinal tracts sas further subdivided as follows! the hind gut 
into five parts, numbered respectively 1 to 5, starting posteriorly; 
the aid gut and foregut into too parts, each of these parts numbered 
1 and 2, starting posteriorly. The following species of fauna sere 
isolated from the feces and intestinal tract. Bo attempt me node to 
count the individuals of any species, but the relative abundance of 
each sas estimated. 
Phylum Beaethelni nthes 
Obqvurifl bp 
Isolations 
Races - few 
Hindgut 2 - few 
Hlndgut 4 - many 
Hindgut 5 - many 
Classification - Class Mematoda, family Qxyurlforalrfae. 
Basil worn with Indistinct lips; long oesophagus with a 
bulb followed bgr a dilation. Posterior end of sale short 
end with one spicule; vulva in anterior portion. Female 
tapers to a point posteriorly. 
Phylum PTotoeoa 
Endamoeha blnttae Btttschll 
Isolations 
Hindgut 5 - few 
f&rfgut 1 - few 
mdgut 2 - few 
Classification ~ Subphylum Flaenodrowe, class Sarcorilm, 
order Amoablna, fondly EndanoeMdae. 
Hound with bread pseudopodia and distinct cytoplasmic dif¬ 
ferentiation; ectoplasm observed only at peeudopodlal ex¬ 
tremities; striated endoplasm; many large fluid-filled vac¬ 
uoles; 10 to 150 microns in diameter. 
fcrtgttme— mil* 
Isolations 
Hindgut 2 - few 
Hindgut 3 - few 
Hind gut 4 - many 
Hlndgut 5 - many 
Classification - Subphylum Ulliophora, class CUlata9 
subclass Kuolllata, order Spirotriche. 
Oval compressed with anterior pens tome which ends In central¬ 
ly located cytostone. Dorsal oytopharynx with long posterior 
tube containing an undulating membrane; longitudinal close-set 
rows of cilia; large elongate macronucleus in anterior third 
with a aloronucleuo and distinct karyophore. Yellowish brown 
In color. Contractile vacuole and terminal cytopyge. 
taafaqabaui atelata Mtochii 
Isolations 
Hlndgut 1 - flaw 
Hlndgut 2 - few 
Hlndgut 3 - many 
Hlndgut 4 - many 
Classification - Subphylum Plasmorfroaa, class Ifestlgophora, 
subclass Zoomastlglna* family Iophowonediriae. 
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Sluggish! elongated apinrtlej obliquely arranged noodles| 
short bundles of axial filaments not protruding* 
bss&pwma, Miami SMa 
Isolations 
Hind gut 4 - many 
Classification - sans as Louhoaonna seriate Bfltochli 
Snail, plastic, and elongate swirling foroj axostyle fila- 
s»nt bundle nay project beyond posterior aargin* length 
25 to 30 aicrons. 
Table 1 suanarlses these results. 
Table 1* Location of Fhura Isolated fron the Anarlcan Cockroaches, 
Periplanota ansrieane Linnaeus. 
Huaber of 
Species of Fauna I races Foregut aidgut Rindgut isolations 
g 1 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 
HE«mmLicnrrHEs 
Qxyurls sp* ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ 4 
Rusher of 
species 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 4 
mrnzok 
Lophononaa 




ovalls ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ 4 
Kndanoeba blattae ♦ ♦ + 3 
afiiof 
species i. 1 2 3 2 1 2 12 
TOTAL 
Huxsber of species 1 0 0 l 1 3 4 2 2 2 16 
imlveia of table 4, Sixteen isolations were made fron the in¬ 
testinal tracts examined | four species of protosoans and one of round- 
vora were isolated* 
A. Feces. 
only species evident in the faces was (boruris an. a rouaS- 
totb, and only e fee were found* There were no protozoans in any of 
the sanples of feoea examined. 
b. aaa&» 
(1) Foregut. 'lie fore gut van free of organises. There was nothing 
found in either the crop or gisaard. 
(2) TUdgut- The only spocies of fauna found in the olrigut was 
Endaeoeba blattae. and it was observed in both the anterior and post¬ 
erior regions of this area* The only other place this Badanoeba was 
found was the portion of the hind gut closest the aidgut. Bo other pro¬ 
tonaans were identified in this portion of the intestinal tract. 
(3) HfttflffflV The nost posterior portion of the hlndgut, 1, had 
hut two species of protozoans in it and there were few of these* 
The next portion of the hlndgut, 2, also had two species 2 a 
roundworm and a protoeoan* These were both scarce in this region. 
The niddle portion of the hlndgut, 3, had the sane two species 
as 1, but unlike 1, these wars both acre abundant* 
The fourth portion of the hlndgut was the west abundant source 
of fauna, four species being found there* All four of these were 
abundant* Otoe species of round worn and three species of protosoans 
were observed* The only one of the five species isolated not found 
here was blattaa. 
the most anterior portion of the hlndgut three species were 
found and all of these in abundance* Two of the species were pro¬ 
tozoans and one was a roundworm* This region was second in nuaber 
of faunal species found* hlattnm-i mu» found only in 
this region* 
(4) General, Mo species was fount! throughout the entire intestinal 
tract. All except Louhoraonaa striata* which was peculiar to the ant- 
erioruost portion of the hlndgut, were tound in three or four areas* 
In the six cockroaches exanlned Kndtinoohft hlattee was generally 
restricted to the airigut or to the hind gut close behind it* 
This section is rarely a mrrvey os no experinental work was 
atteapted with the fauna* It is included only to aid in asking the 
whole picture a bit wore couplets. It is thought that the notes 
recorded in this section will prove of general interest. 
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iv. cursfOEimoH os? mcRcma. flora. 
l. fcaatfuat- 
A. |B Faces. 
Freeh feces acre collected aaeptically Aran 25 adult cock¬ 
roaches by gently squeezing their abdomens. The aaterial was dil¬ 
uted with sterile wstar, care being taken to see that the feces sere 
put thoroughly Into suspension, the diluted faces were streaked on 
plates of nutrient agar, Endo's agar, and Stone's gelatin agar res¬ 
pectively. Duplicate plates vers Incubated at rocm toaperature and 
at 37° C., and sere examined at 24 and 48 hours. Isolated colonies 
were transferred to nutrient agar slants and then identified by 
Morphological structure and physiological reactions according to 
Bergey, 1939. 
B. 2B TTaot. 
The live cockroach was lnwsrssd in a 1-1000 solution of cor¬ 
rosive subliaate and 80 per cent alcohol. All instruaents used were 
dipped in the solution and then flaned. By nsans of a hypodermic 
needle 2 oc. of the solution were injected into the cockroach*a body, 
care being taken not to puncture the gut. The body was then cut 
ventrally froa the anal region forward. The two flaps of ths body 
were then folded back, exposing the intestinal tract. The entire 
tract was dissected out Intent without rupturing it. Using fine 
thread, the tract was tied at both ends and than washed in sterile 
distilled eater. After a thorough washing the gut was divided into 
its component parts by tying then off to prevent contamination and 
ths bactericidal action of any of the corrosive subllnate-alcohol 
solution rsaslnlng. The foregut, aid gut, hindgut and caeca were 
separated with sterile scissors and placed In snail Petri dishes 
each containing 2 ec. of sterile distilled water. A sterile glass 
rod was used to Hash and nix each portion of the tract thoroughly in 
the water. The diluted contents of the various portions were streaked 
on plates of Kudo's agar, nutrient agar, and Stone's gelatin agar. 
Isolation and identification were aade as In the oase of the feces. 
The Intestinal tracts of nine roaches were so exa wined. 
C. 2b ESS Capsule. 
The capsules, separated from the roaches, were washed in the 
corrosive sublinate-elcohol solution and tlum In three baths of star* 
He distilled water to get rid of the disinfectant. The cases were 
then placed separately in snail Petri dishes each containing 2 ce. 
of sterile water, and were washed thoroughly. Isolation and identi¬ 
fication of the nicroblal flora found was carried on as above. A 
total of five capsules was exawinsd. 
2. Results, 
The following organist}* were isolated free 25 sawplss of feces, 
nine intestinal tracts, and five egg capsules of the Aaerican cock¬ 
roach, Aeroplaneta ftaarioana Linnaeus. They are classified and des¬ 
cribed according to Bergey, 1939. 
Kawlly Pseudooonadaceoe 
Pseudomonas IngflfflMn Chaster 
Isolations 
Feces - 15 
Fore gut — 1 
Hindgut - 2 
Short rod, Oran neg., taotlle. Dextrose - no gas, alkaline; 
lactose - no gas, alkaline; aalieln - no gas, neutral; 
citrate pos. Hitrate reduced; atsaonla not produced; lndol 
nag. Ilk unchanged. Gelatin act liquefied. 
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laolitlooB 
F«on - 19 
Foregut - 6 
Hidgut - 7 
Hindgut - 9 
Short rod, Graa neg., non-aotils. r«xtrose - no gas, sold; 
lactose - gas, alkaline; salicia - gas, neutral; citrate 
nag. Sltrmte reduced; ammonia not produced; indol neg. 
Ilk unchanged. Gelatin liquefied. 
g^WYiyi^enftlB Chester 
Isolations 
Faces - 8 
Short rod, Gran nag., no tile. Dextrose - no gas, alkaline; 
laotoss - no gas, alkaline; sallcin - no gas, neutral; 
citrate poo. Hitrate not reduced; annonia not produoed; 
indol nag. IIJLlk - coagulated, peptonized, neutral. Gela¬ 
tin liquefied. 
Isolations 
Feces - 6 
Short rod. Gran nag., notlle. Dextrose - gas, sold; lact¬ 
ose - no gas, sold; sallcin - no gas, acid; citrate poo. 
nitrate reduced; annonia not produoed; indol pos. rSlk - 
not coagulated, not peptonized, alkaline. Gelatin not 
liquefied. 
ftHnaflggfflttfl ifttoouto Bsrgey 
Isolations 
Foregut - 2 
Hindgut - 6 
Short rod. Gram nog., non-notile, Dextrose - gas, alkaline; 
lactose - gas, acid; salicia - gas, sold; citrate pos. ni¬ 
trate reduced; annonia not produced; indol nag. Hlk - 
coagulated, peptonized, acid. (Matin liquefied. 
ffihfcrtM Levina sad Soppoland 
Isolations 
Hindgut - 1 
Short rod, Graa nog., non-aotile. Dextrose - no gas, acid; 
lactose - no gas, alkaline; salicia - no gas, Mid; citrate 
nag. Hitrate reduced; annonia not produced; indol pos. 
W5Sk unchanged. Gelatin liquefied. 
Isolations 
Hindgut - 1 
Short rod, Graa nog., aotilo. Dextrose - gas, acid; 
lactose - gas, acid; salioin - gas, add; citrate poa. 
Nitrate not reduced; anaemia not produced; inr’ol nog. 
f£ilk - coagulated, poptoniaod, add. Gelatin not lique¬ 
fied. 
Family Mcrococcaceae 
Imam fil&santfd&s Gray and Thornton 
Isolatlone 
Feces - 3 
Spheres in clusters. Gran pos., non-notile. Dextrose - 
gas, add; lactose - no gas, alkaline; salioin - no gas, 
alkaline; citrate nog. Nitrate not reduced; anaoaia not 
produced; indd nog. Milk unchanged. Gelatin not lique¬ 
fied. 
Mggagoggaa alMOa« mguia 
Isolations 
Feces - 18 
Foregut - 3 
Midgut - 1 
Hindgut - 6 
Caeca - 1 
Spheres In clusters. Gran pos., non-notile. Dextrose - 
no gas, neutral; lactose - no gas, alkaline; salioin - 
no gas, neutral; citrate nog. Nitrate reduced; ammonia 
not produced; indd nag. Milk - not coagulated, not 
peptonlsed, alkaline. Gelatin not liquefied. 
ifj^rogoeous Huoker 
Hindgut - 7 
Spheres In dusters, Chan pos., non-aotils. Dextrose - 
no gas, add; lactcme - no gas, neutral; salioin - no gas, 
add; citrate neg. Nitrate reduced; asaonia not produced; 
indd neg. Milk unchanged. Gelatin not liquefied. 
Gaffkva verneti Corbet 
isolations 
Kindgut - 3 
Caeca - 1 
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Spheres In clusters. Gran pos., aon-motlle. Dextrose - 
no gas, neutral; lactose - no gas, alkaline; salicin - 
no gas, neutral; citrate neg. Nitrate not reduced; nnnon- 
ia not produced; Indd neg. f&lk unchanged* Gelatin lique¬ 
fied. 
StaahTl *J*iaKH* *f citrous Bergey 
Isolations 
Feces - 11 
Hindgut - 3 
Spheres in clusters. Gran nag., notile. Dextrose - no gas, 
acid; lactose - no gas, acid; salicin - gas, acid; citrate 
tseg. Ultra to reduced; msaonia not produced; indol nag. 
’Hlk - coagulated, peptonlsed, acid. Gelatin liquefied. 
Family Katerobeoteriaceae 
Serratia aarcescens Besio 
Isolations 
Feces - 20 
Short rod. Gran neg., not lie. Dextrose - no gas, acid; 
lactose - no gas, acid; salicin - gas, acid; citrate pos. 
Hitrate reduced; awsonia not produced; indol pos. Milk - 




Feces - 6 
Short rod. Gran neg., notile. Dextrose - gas, acid; lact¬ 
ose - no gas, acid; salioln - gas, acid; citrate pos. Hi¬ 
trate reduced; annonia not produced; indol pos. MUk - 
coagulated, peptonized, acid. Gelatin liquefied. 
f fitoMEfegfttt &&£& Hergey 
Isolations 
Feces - 22 
Short rod. Gran neg., aon-notUe. Dextrose - gas, alkaline; 
lactose - no gas, alkaline; salicin - no gas, neutral; ci¬ 
trate pos. Hitrate not reduced; ammonia not produced; indol 
neg. mik - coagulated, peptonlsed, nsutral. Gelatin 
liquefied. 
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AfitorafePOtar jaMill Buchanan am! Haimr 
Isolations 
Faces - 13 
Short rod, Oran neg*, noa-aotlle. Boxtroae - no gas, neutral; 
laotosa * no gas, alkaline; aalicin - no gas, neutral; citrate 
pas. titrate not reduced; anaemia act produced; indol nag. 
Milk - coagulated, peptonized, acid. Gelatin liquefied* 
Aohronobnotor aaMMBBi Barter anrt Barrows 
Isolations 
Faces - 6 
Short rod. Gran neg*, non-taotile. dextrose - no gas, neutral; 
lactose - no gaa, alkaline; salioln - no gae, neutral; citrate 
nag* Hitratc reduced; anaemia not produced; indol poa. Ittlk * 
coagulated, peptonized, alkaline* Gelatin liquefied* 
AateangfafiteE UfflyXtatana siaanterg 
Isolations 
l&dgut - 1 
Hind gut - 5 
Short rod. Gran neg*, notile, Dextrose • no gas, alkaline; 
lactose - no gas, alkaline; salioln - gas, acid; citrate neg* 
Hitrate not reduced; annonla not produced; indol neg* lUlk 
unchanged* Gelatin liquafied* 
tetem$asSeL as- 
Isolations 
Feces - 22 
Short rod. Gran nog., notile* Dextrose - no gas, alkaline; 
lactose • no gee, neutral; aalicin - gas, acid; citrate neg* 
Ifitrate reduced; annonla not produced; indol neg. silk • 
not coagulated, not peptonized, acid* Gelatin not liquefied* 
ftirthla sopfii Trarosan 
Isolations 
Feces - 1 
Hindgut - 2 
Ifftdlun rod. Gran pos., notile* Dextrose - no gas, alkaline; 
lactose - no gas, alkaline; aalicin - gas, neutral; citrate 
nag. Ultra to not reduced; anwonla not produced; Indol neg* 
mik uaclmnged. Gelatin not liquefied* 
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Kurthla ap. 
Feeas - 1 
Kindgut - 2 
Modiua roc!, Gran pos., no tile. Dextrose - no gas, alkaline} 
lactose - no gas, alkaline} salioin - gas, alkaline} citrate 
nag. Hltrate not reduced} asoaonla not produced} indol nag. 
Jtllk unchanged. Gelatin not liquefied. 
jlilililt': > aM*Jl ‘ [1 Orta Jensen 
Isolations 
Foregut - 2 
mdgut - 1 
Hindgut - 1 
Mini rod, Graa pos., nan-motile. Dextrose - no gas, acid} 
lactose - no gan, acid} salioin - gas, acid} citrate neg. 
Hltrate reduced} anaonia not produced} Indol neg. Hlk un¬ 
changed. Gelatin not liquefied. 
Family BaclUaceae 
flaolllua fulTHrtwrm Shrire and Greenfield 
Isolations 
Faces - 17 
Ifedlum rod, Graa pos., spare farming, noxrnDtile. Dextrose - 
no gas, neutral} lactose - no ges, neutral} salioin - no gas, 
acid} citrate nog. nitrate reduced} ammonia not produced} 
indol nag. HUk coagulated, peptooUsd, neutral. Gelatin 
liquefied. 
PflgjJtoa Soriano 
Feces - 20 
ftsdlum rod. Gran pos., spore forming, notile. Dextrose - 
no gae, acid} lactose - no gas, sold} salioin - no gas, acid} 
citrate pos. nitrate not reduced} ammonia not produced} 
indol neg. coagulated, peptoaiaed, neutral. Gelatin 
liquefied. 
Bacillus adhaereno Laubock 
Isolations 
Foregut - 2 
flfldgut - 3 
Hindgut • 3 
Caeca - 3 
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HBdlxm rod, Oran pos., aporo-foraiuK, aon-eotile. Dex¬ 
trose - no gas, neutral; lactoo© - no gas, neutrals sail* 
oln - gas, acids citrate nog. Nitrate not reduced; anaon- 
ia not produced; indol nog. !Hlk - coagulated, peptonlsed, 
neutral. Gelatin liquefied. 
B*g111 11W mitabilifl Soriano 
Iaolatlone 
ifidgut - 2 
Kindgut - 2 
&dlua rod. Gran poo., spore forcing, aotile. Dextrose - 
no gas alkaline; lactose - no gas, alkaline; aalicln - gas, 
Mid; citrate neg. Nitrate not reduced; anaonln not pro* 
duoed; inriol nag. NUk unchanged. Gelatin not liquefied. 
TaohUftwi 
Feces * 28 
Foregut - 7 
Midgut * 18 
Hindgut * 13 
Caeca * 4 
Short to long rods. Gran pos«, spare forcing# notile end 
non-notile. Dextrose - no gas, acid to alkaline; lactose - 
no gas, acid to alkaline; aalicln - gaa end no gas, acid to 
alkaline| citrate nog. Nitrate reduced and not reduced; 
anaonia not produced; indol nag. 'tllk coagulated and not 
coagulated, peptonisad and not peptonlsed, acid to alkaline. 
Gelatin liquefied and not liquefied. 
Unidentified rod 
Isolations 
Foregut - 2 
Midgut - 4 
Long rod. Gran poa., noa-aotile. Dextrose - no gas, 
alkaline; lactose - no gas, alkaline; saliein - no gas, 
neutral; citrate aeg. Nitrate not reduced; araeonia not 
produced; indol aeg. Milk unchanged. Gelatin liquefied. 
Unidentified yeast 
Isolations 
Feces - 23 
SUdgttt - 1 





Feces - 14 
’Jit! gut - 2 
Hindgut - 5 
Hot described. 
table 2 sunnarlzeo these results. 
Table 2, Location of the Microbial Flora Isolated froa the Anar lea a 
Cockroach, Pertainnet^ aiaericftna Linnaeus, 
Species of Flora 
















incognita 15 1 2 3 18 
Pseudoaonas 
nonliquefaciena 19 6 7 9 4 41 
Pseudoaonas 
achuykilliensia 8 1 8 
Ffeourioaonas striata 5 1 5 
Pseudoaonas 
chloraphia 2 6 2 8 
Pseudoaonas 
chlorina 1 1 1 
Pseudoaonas rugosa 1 1 1 
Hiabsr of speeded 4 3 1 5 0 0 13 





sphaeroldee 3 1 3 
tlorococcus 
nltrlfleans 18 3 1 6 1 5 29 
Micrococcus 
eplderttls 7 1 7 
Gaffkya veraeti 3 1 2 4 
Staphylococcus 
citrous 11 3 /> 2 14 
ihxaber of species 3 1 1 4 2 0 11 
" -H 32 3 1 19 2 0 57 
Table 2. (Continued) 












Number of species 
























































Number of spades 









Nunber of species 







Number of species 
Number of isolation 
6 1 3 4 





2 3 3 
2 2 
28 7 18 13 
3 2 3 3 
65 9 23 18 
2 4 
23 1 6 
14 2 5 
2 1 3 2 
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Table 2* (Continued) 
i 4 
_Ibtaber of laqlatlona _ Iaolati<yy* 
Species of Flora Kgg 
Fere- ‘lid- Kind- cap* 
Feces gut gut jst^. 
Ho. of Ho, of 
nieces times 
TOTAL 
Rusher of species 
Humber of isolations 
• 
19 8 11 IB 4 0 
262 25 42 76 9 0 
55 
414 
Analysis qf table g, Fron the materials examined 30 species of 
microbial flora were isolated; 28 bacteria, oao yeast, and one fungus. 
In all, 414 isolations sere nude. 
. Faces. 
The microbial flora sea most abundant in the faces, 262 isola¬ 
tions of 19 species being undo. The abundance of species per family 
is as follows* Pseudoaonedaceae, four species; ttcrococcaceae, three 
species; Enterobooteriaceae, one species; Bacteriaceee, six species; 
aid Baolllaceae, three species. The Bacteriaceae were represented by 
the most species present with six from 60 isolations; and Enterobact¬ 
eria ceae by the fewest with one, isolated 20 times. The moot prevalent 
bacteria in the feces were B»cHlna gp., fig fi&»t PfifilllUP 
ublctiitaring, and *» that Grt*r. An 
identified yeast was found in 23 fecal samples, and an unidentified 
fungus in 14. The feces contained several species of bacteria not 
found elsewhere. These were Staeuriomonaa sphurklUlonaiSj 
atrlatn. Micrococcus sohaeroldea. Serratla ammftfiftnSy fiSlOTflfoafl&gg 
Achromobantar MfodU \m11Xp 
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flYBttnOTMTM. Efiffitttoa tttUtoau and ublcultcrlu*. In arc!- 
•r far an organics to be found la feces secured aseptleally, it would 
have had to be passed tiircragh the intestinal tract, and therefore it 
would haw to be present in the intestinal tract at sons time. There 
ere several possible explanations for the finding of bacteria in the 
feces that were not found in the intestinal tract. These night bet 
the organise night have boon particularly susceptible to the garni- 
eldal properties of the corrosive subUnats and alcohol solution used 
in the intestinal tract dissections; or the organisms night have passed 
out entirely or to such an extent that the few remaining did not shoe 
up on the media. Hot all the organisms Isolated from the intestinal 
tract were found also in the feces. The following were not recovered t 
Eafewtofflea qliladjaat mzm, ! 
ggstem satesg£a» fctflga g&ne&U Aqtomtotes &g^«taia» l&d&a 
gaafJLU JSkBOiaaiusbm msf&tetitemf btaSUm gflawaagi* factite agar 
bllla. and an unidentified bnoteriun. This night have been dm to des¬ 
truction of the bacteria before they passed completely through the in¬ 
testinal traotf the passage of so few that they were not recovered from 
the feces; or the fact that organisms grew, stayed in the intestinal 
tract, and passed out only when dead. 
B. IMbbMML 3&S&* 
(1) foregut. Only eight species of bacteria were obtained from 
the fore gut from 25 isolations. This region of the intestinal tract 
had the least abundance of microbial flora of the three main regions. 
Four of the five families previously mentioned were represented, but 
the Enterobficteriaceae were not found. The family Faoudomonadocaae 
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hart the aost species, three, The noat prevalent bacteria in the fore- 
gut cere Bacillus sp. and Pseudomonas nonllguafnclens. Either ye acts 
nor fungi were fount*. Ho bacteria were Isolated exclusively free this 
region. The wierobial flora was rather sparse, but it should be noted 
that all the organisms found in the rest of the intestinal tract and 
feces raxst hero passed first through the foregut. The scarcity of the 
flora indicates that the organises are not held in this region, hut are 
passed with food to the successive regions, 
(2) 'Id gut. The aid gut is intermediate between the forsgut and 
hindgut in abundance of ulcrobinl flora. There were 11 species of flora 
isolated 42 tines. The families found were Identical with those found 
in the fora gut. 'lost species were members of the Baoterlccaae and Bac- 
illaoeae families. Only ono species each of the P«ei**onomdnceao end 
^tcroeoceeceoe fa nil Ian were found. The most prevalent species found 
in this region were Oolite? 2S» and Zl&l£!i2S2D&fi nonjlnuefgicieng. The 
only species of nicroblal flora peculiar to the old gut was frirthla ^SST 
£UU Both yensts and fungi were recovered from this area, 
(3) Hind gut. Of the entire intestinal tract the hindgut had the 
most abundant microbial flora. The same four families were present 
as were found in the farogut and rddgut, A total of 16 species were 
found from 65 isolations. The family Psei^omonadaceeo included the 
most species, five, from 19 isolations. An unidentified yeast was 
isolated six times and an unidentified fungus five. The most preva¬ 
lent species of bacteria found in the hindgut were ££• «»* 
fewlwmm 
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(4) Caeca. Only two families of bacteria tsore four*1 in the caeca* 
^icrococcaccBo with two species from two isolations and the IfeciHac^ae 
with two species £n>n seven isolations. The mxtt prevalent species 
found in the caeca were Bacillus 22. with four isolations and ifoemtqf 
adlmorcns with throe. 36 organic!® were found to be peculiar to the 
caeca. Neither yeasts nor fungi were recovered froa this region. 
(5) fgg ClUSSliS^ >fe organism were found in nny of tho five egg 
capsules. This would indicate that no bacteria are passed from the 
adult to ito offspring. Bather, each litdividual picks up its own 
flora in the course of its existence. This is contrary to the beliefs 
of Bnrtnack, I939# who reported several arganisreo isolated fron tm egg 
capsule. 
(6) General. Tho species found ssoot often in the normal microbial 
examinations were so. with 70 Isolations, ^endozranefl non- 
UwEtesAtm with a, 3te«a»gi?. with 29, and Mzsm- 
testez *p. with 23. fejg&I&ia s& six' atoaaaaaft &t&asaast 
*oand everywhere but in the egg capsule. ,qgaUq^aff1,gia 
was not found In the caeca or egg capsule and ^aciH-un g-dhaarana was 
not found in the fecos or egg capsule. 
The five families of bacteria found, their sources, and the 
number of species and isolations are recorded in table 3* 
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Table 3. the Families of Bacteria Isolated from the 
American Cockroach, Unaaouai 











Pseud otaonadaceae 7 4 82 
Jicrococoaceae 5 5 59 
T'nterobaoteriaoeae 1 1 20 
Bacteriaceae 9 4 75 
Beclllaoeae 5 5 122 
Aimlvala of table 2. The fatally Baoterlaoeae was aost prev¬ 
alent including nine species from 75 isolations. Pseudoaonadacoae 
had seven species Aron 82 isolations, seven noire isolations than the 
Baoterlaoeae species, the Beclllaoeae included only five species Aron 
122 isolations. However, it should be noted that nany of both the 
Bacteriaceae and Baoillaoeae because of their relative unimportance 
to the present study wore identified only to genus. Therefore there 
are fewer species evident despite the larger number of cultures. 
Only one species of the family Enterobacteria oe«e was found Aron 
20 isolations. 
From the viewpoint of this study the fanily Entorobacteriaoeae 
is the important one, because the species fed in later 
experlnents ere members of this group. My one species of this fan¬ 
ily was isolated and that was the red ohronogen, agaMg seBSSSSSfift* 
This organise did not produce the shiny black colony on Bacto Biswith- 
sulfite agar, Difco, 1941, which is characteristic of the genus 
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Salaonalln. 
At this tine it should bo noted that no bcctorin 
wore found in any of tho isolations, and consequently any isolations 
of this genus after flooding then to cockroaches would hove to bo de¬ 
rived fron thooo fed* 
* 
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?. TRAJf3!HS3X0!1 OF 3AL*8)iKLLA BX 5105 A®RH5AS COCKHOACH, 
l&tf.W. ■■AHEEA A«5MCA3A LBMAKIB. 
1. QraiBigwro. 
A. Detergingtlon at Pnaelhlo Trqngr.li.nlon Soon .itratwa of 
the fU1aroia11» Group jj£ Food -ool.innl ng Bacteria by Parl- 
planata fl!WrA«3ma 1-lnnaaua. 
Thrm» known etrains each of fU1ama.il. onterltldla Gaortnor, 
MMnaPUtt ^THhlBWlWI Caatellanl and Chalnera, SalaBaaUa naratynhl 
Keyser, and Salmonella gchottanllftrl, Winslow ware obtained from the 
bacteriology departments of Sfessaohnsetts State College, Temple Univ¬ 
ersity, anr! the University of Kantuaky. Those from laeaachusetts were 
nuabarad 1 through 4» those froa Temple 5 through 8, and the Kentucky 
strains 9 through 12, all in the above given order. Tor clarification 
and reference, the numbers given the various strains mere as follomst 
fcasaehusetts State College 
1. fUlannalla entarltldlB Caartnar 58a 
2. fUlanaalla finMMdai Cantellani and Chalnara 60o 
3. Balinalla aUCfcfercfaA Kayeer 6U 
4. flfl—MiI fffltorttmllffrt Sinaloa 62a 
Temple University 
5. sulaonalli. anterltldla Gaertnar 
6. 3alaonaUn tYlMlMriltt» Caatallani and Chalaara 
7. fUlwonalla BUattlitel &y»*r 
8. g^lannallf. gghntta.il lari If 1 Below 
University of Kentucky 
9. enteritid is Gaertnar 1891 
\ 
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10* toMigti Cantellaai and Chulaera 4066 
11. MMffWAIft MlBtt Kayser 1015 
%fownpUfl, jwftrttwfllwl wiasiow aoo6 
Pare cultures of these bacteria ware streaked on plates of 
Baoto Blwauth-sulflte agar and eoaln methylene blue agar according 
to the procedure recoaraendcd by the Cowait tee on ISLorobiologlcal 
fJethoris of Food Bxaadnatlon of the American Public Health Association, 
193H, and incubated at 37° G. for 24 and 48 hours so that typical 
colonies would be recognisable. This procedure was originally eat 
up by the coanlttee in order to detect the Salaonella group of bact¬ 
eria in foods. Then the feces of nonaal adult cockroaches were dil¬ 
uted in sterile water and streaked on the sane kinds of nadia and 
incubated under the sans conditions to ms if typical Salaonella 
colonies appeared* This procedure was a control to deternlnswhsther 
or not the faces ordinarily contained bacteria of this group. 
Adult American cockroaches, EgfaflaBBl1 MBEtoaS. Lianaeus, 
were starved for at least 48 hours. Groups of five roaches each 
were placed in separate cheesecloth-covered glass jars. A pellet 
of bread which had been soaked in a desired dilution of a strain of 
one of the group of Selaonslla was placed in a snail Petri dish in 
each of the jars* The insects were allowed to feed on the Infected 
bread for 24 hours. Bach roach was then relieved and forced to de¬ 
fecate by squeezing* Then each individual roach was placed in a 
separate jar and allowed to feed on bread soaked in sterile distilled 
water. The fecal specimens were diluted in a drop of sterile dis¬ 
tilled water and streaked on plates of Baoto Blswith-sulfite agar. 
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Feces mere easily obtained by exerting a slight pressure on the 
ro8Ch*s abdomen. The plates mere incubated at 37® C. and examined 
at 24 and 48 hours. If at the end of 24 hours typical growth of Swi- 
aonella mo not obtained from the feces of any single cockroach 
another sample was streaked. If on the second attempt results were 
still negative, the cockroach was dissected as described previously 
and the contents of the foregut, midgut, and hind gut were diluted 
and streaked on Qeoto Blsmuth-aulflto agar to see if typical colo¬ 
nies of relaonslla appeared. 
Strains 1 to 12 were fed separated to five cockroaches in a 
dilution of approximately 65,000,000 per cc. The Kentucky strains, 
9 to 12, were diluted 100 and 10,000 tines more and each dilution 
fed separately to groups of five cockroaches. The same procedure 
was followed as described earlier to determine whether or not the 
organisms could be recovered. This was undertaken to determine 
whether the amount of flalmmiel^ fed influenced the length of tins 
the bacteria ware retained and passed off in the feces. Only strains 
9 to 12 were used in this latter experiment, it being assumed that the 
other strains of Salmonella would react similarly. 
B. Batoirnl nation o£ PoeBlbla Traremlaaion g£ aflUtl1* iZM" 
aadw ce.toiiani aal & Saaksauim txsst inflated 
to Healthy Rata. 
Seven normal white rata about five months old were caged sep¬ 
arately. The cages were so constructed that the feces would fall 
ti i the wire nosh floors. Each of throe rats was fed a strain 
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of Salmonella typhlmirlura by soaking pellets of Purina Dog Chew In 
nutrient broth matures of the arganlmt incubated 48 hours. The 
feoee of these three rets sere collected separately, eaulsiflod in 
rater, and fad to three separate groups of cockroaches. The cock¬ 
roaches ate the feces and rare given no other food or rater, five 
of the adult cockroaches previously fed on rat feoee rare fed to 
each of three of the reraining healthy rate. The legs of the In¬ 
sects rare out off so that they could not escape. The rats eagerly 
ate the roaches and preferred then to their regular food, Purina 
Dog Choir pellets. Ballets of Dog Choir rare given these rats in 
addition to the cockroaches. The seventh rat was fad cockroaches 
that had been fad on uscantcnlnated bread. This whole process was 
parforrad daily for 16 days. After this tins the rate rare fed 
Purina Dog Chew exclusively and observed for eynptooa of disease. 
c. nenfatla a£ £b& Fhvaioiogr a£ j&a ad—Ma Man 
«afl After runaago through the Coota-oaoh. ?arlnlenatn an- 
erlcara 
The pure matures of U30t* tn the experiments rare 
inoculated into various differential media and the reactions rec¬ 
orded. The pure cultures rare fed separately to 12 roaches accord¬ 
ing to tha method previously described. Plates of Baeto Bisnuth- 
sulflte agar rare streaked with the roach’s feces to secure isolated 
colonies. Bacteria frora these colonies rare transferred to agar 
slants ciix? then fron the slants to the ease kinds of radia used 
above. Thus, a comparison of the physiological reactions of the 
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strains of was ando before end after passage through the 
cockroach. 
2. Results- 
*• nsteEBlnftSlflB flg BaaiMa ttamiwiiHrinn of Sana Stralne of 
>a—M> k£ a.a.AWrton fiBflBBMht FarlolenBta aaerlcana 
ttMBU 
the results obtained from feeding the 12 strains of ^frimonsTifr 
to American cockroacltea are contained in tables 4 to 9* The &>lmonella 
strains fed in these experiments were in a concentration of approxi¬ 
mately 65*000,000 per cc. The portion of this section following the 
analysis of table 9 is concerned with the effect of further dilution 
of the bacteria on the length of time they may be recovered from the 
feoes of the cockroaches to which they are fed. 
There were only two instances among over fifty dissections 
where s»ipr«i*n» bacteria were found in part of the intestinal tract 
of the cockroaches after their recovery from the feces had ceased. 
Pus to the smell percentage of dissections yielding positive results, 
the dissections were discontinued in the latter part of these experi¬ 
ments. 







Roaches still carrying 
s»ipn«Bn«» at death 
1 1 23 ♦ 
2 1 12 4 ; 
3 1 29 
4 1 12 
Total 4 76 1 
Average 19 
1 5 21 
2 5 12 
3 5 12 
4 5 12 
* • 
i 5 5 37 ♦ 
Total 5 94 1 
Average 18.8 * 
1 9 1 
2 9 3 
3 9 31 + 
4 9 4 
5 9 3 
6 9 13 ♦ 
7 9 4 
8 9 22 
9 9 3 
10 9 20 ♦ 
Total 10 104 3 
Average 10.4 
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Analgia g£ table 4. The longest evemge recovery period, 
fWn the feces of the cockroach of the tftree strains of Salmonella 
«B* that fron strain 1 which averaged 19 days. Strain 9 
had the shortest average recovery period, 10.4 days, which was 8.6 
days less than for strain 1. the reason for this low average is un¬ 
doubtedly the death of three of the roaches which still harbored the 
bacteria at their death. The average recovery period for all three 
strains of Salnonella anterltidls was 14*4 days. Five cockroaches 
were still carrying the bacteria when they died. 
The naxinua period of recovery of fljrihlflffe.lto WtimX%WA **s 
that fron cockroach 5 which passed off strain 5 for 37 days. The 
next longest period was that of roach 3 which passed off strain 9 
for 31 days. The third longest period was that fron roach 3 which 
passed off strain 1 for 29 days. The ninlnun period of recovery 
wee that fron cockroach 1 which passed off strain 9 for only one 
day. 
The longest period of recovery of strain 1 was 29 days; the 
shortest, 12. The longest period of recovery of strain 5 was 37 
days} the shortest, 12. The longest period of recovery of strain 9 
was 31 days j the shortest, 1. 







Hoeches still carrying 
Salaanolltt at death 
1 2 14 
2 2 12 
3 2 12 
4 2 37 ♦ 
5 2 12 
Total 5 87 1 
Average • 17.4 
• 
1 6 8 
2 6 40 
3 6 3 
4 6 44 
5 6 13 
Total 5 108 0 
Average 21.6 
1 10 19 ♦ 
2 10 54 
3 10 19 ♦ 
4 10 3 
5 10 33 ♦ 
Total 5 128 3 
Average 15.6 
0 
Total 15 3 323 4 
Average 5 21.5 
,\ 
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g£ table 3. Strain 6 of fWbmaVl^ tvnhiauriiB^ had 
the longest average recovery period from the feces of the cockroach, 
21.6 days. Strain 2 averaged 4*2 days leas* Strain 10 had the short¬ 
est average recovery period, 15.6 days, which was 6 days less than for 
strain 2. The reason for this low average is undoubtedly the death of 
three of the cockroaches which still harbored the bacteria at their 
death, the average recovery period for all three strains of salnon- 
ella was 21.5 days. Four roeohes were still carrying the 
organises when they died. 
The longest period of recovery of gfilagP-lla «« 
that fro* cockroach 2 which passed off strain 10 for 54 days. The 
next longest period was that fro* roach 4 which passed off strain 6 
for 44 days. The third longest period was that fron roach 2 which 
passed off strain 6 for 40 days. The shortest period of recovery, 
3 days, was that fron cockroach 4, passing off strain 10, and cock¬ 
roach 3, passing off strain 3* 
The longest period of recovery of strain 2 was 37 days; the 
shortest, 12. The longest period of recovery of strain 6 wee 44 
days; the shortest, 3. The longest period of recovery of strain 10 
was 54 days; the shortest, 3. 
6, Worlori of Reoovory of 3atoBBBl3a. wumfenM. 
Identification number Strain Period 
of cockroach number in days 
1 3 9 
2 3 9 
3 3 9 
4 3 B 
5 3 7 
Total 5 42 
Average 8.4 
1 7 16 
2 7 12 
3 7 13 
4 7 33 
5 7 30 
Total 5 104 
Average 20.8 
1 11 1 
2 11 21 
3 11 11 
4 11 40 
5 11 26 
Total 5 99 
Average 19.8 
Total 15 3 245 
Average 5 16.3 
* 
Bosches still carrying 









^nwlvala of tnblo Strain 7 of .Onlnoaolla paratyphi hud 
the longest average recovery period frow the foces of the cockroach, 
20.8 days. Strain 11 averaged 1 day leas. Strain 3 had the lowest 
average recovery period, 8.4 days, which sits 12.2 days less than for 
strain 7. Roaches fed this strain did not die during the experiment 
ao the low average cannot be due to this factor. The average recovery 
period for all three strains of mratvohl was 16.3 days. 
Four roaches sere still carrying the beotorla when they died. 
The longest period of recovery of r»mtvTfti ma 
that fron cockroach 4 which passed off strain 11 for 40 days. The 
next longest period sas that fron roach 4 which passed off strain 7 
for 33 days. The third longest period sas that fron roach 5 which 
passed off strain 7 for 30 days. The shortest period of recovery 
sas that fron cockroach 1 which passed off strain 3 for 1 day. 
The longest period of recovery of strain 3 sas 9 days) the 
shortest, 7. The longest period of recovery of strain 7 was 33 days; 
the shortest, 12. The longest period of recovery of strain 11 sas 
40 days; the shortest, 1. 







Poaches still carrying 
Salnonnlln at daath 
1 4 13 
2 4 9 
3 4 51 
4 4 9 
5 4 9 
Total 5 91 0 
Average 18.2 
1 8 33 
2 8 12 
3 8 12 . 
• 4 8 5 
5 8 33 
Total 5 95 0 
Average 19 
1 12 17 
2 12 35 ♦ 
3 12 12 
4 12 47 
5 12 54 
Total 5 165 1 
Average 33 
Total 15 3 351 1 
Average 5 23.4 
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SL table 2* The longest average period of recovery 
Sfitasralte from the feces of the cockroach was obtained 
from strain 12 which averaged 33 days. Strain 8 averaged 14 days less. 
Strain 4 had the lowest average recovery period, 18,2 days, which was 
14*8 days less than for strain 12, The roaches fed this etrain did 
not die during the experiment so the low average cannot be due to 
this factor. The average for all three strains of Salmonella schot- 
tin^nr»* was 23,4 days. Only one roach was still carrying the bacteria 
when It died, so it is probable that the average would not have been 
changed noticeably had it lived. 
The longest period of recovery of &QaggtU& *as 
that from cockroach 5 which passed off strain 12 for 54 days. The 
next longest period was that from cockroach 3 which passed off strain 
4 far 51 days. The third longest period was that fro* roach 4 which 
passed off strain 12 for 47 days. The shortest period of recovery was 
that from cockroach 4 which passed off strain 8 far five days. 
The longest period of recovery of strain 4 was 51 days; the 
shortest, 9. ’The longest period of recovery of strain 8 was 33 days; 
the shortest, 5. The longest period of recovery of strain 12 wan 
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Aflrito&ft oL tfiMa & strain 12 had the longest average re¬ 
covery period froa the feces of the cockroach, 33 days. The strain 
that cane closest to this average was 6 with 21*6 days. Strain 9 had 
the shortest average recovery period, 10.4 days. The average recovery 
for all twelve strains of Bnlaonolla was 18.6 days. 
SalaonsllH schot trailI orl, had the longest average recovery per¬ 
iod froa the feces of the cockroach, 23.4 days, galaonella Vrrhlmsr- 
iVft averaged 1.9 days less, and SnliiQflftUtt averaged 7.1 days 
3b1bDT»Uh had the shortest average recovery period, 
14.4 days, which was 9 days lees than for ftnhfflnpllft 
The average recovery period for all four species of Salaonella was 
18.6 days. 
Strains ID and 12 had the longest aaxiaun recovery period froa 
the feces of the cockroach, 54 days. Strain 4 cans closest to this 
with a mxtexm of 51 days. Strain 3 had the shortest nrudUaura re¬ 
covery period, 9 days. 
flfllnmftata iflto&gfligx1 had the longest average aaxinua re¬ 
covery period from the feces of the cockroach, 46 days. 
typhlrag-lim averaged 1 day less, and afljwffiyMA averaged 
13.7 days less, r^lfanall* aga&p&l had the shortest average «xi- 
aua recovery period, 27.3 days, which was 18.7 days loss than for 
ftalnonella The average naximm recovery period for 
all four species of ffnlnflnftYto was 37.7 days. 
ru mduAtrarilari had the longest average ainlnun 
recovery period froa the feces of the cockroach, 8.7 days, gfilr 
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PIQffflAft flft&ELtfciAfl averaged 0.4 of a day lass, and -frlwnaanj. typfaft- 
gurlun had the shortest average alnlMua recovery period, 6 days, which 
waa 2.7 days lesa than for ^aiafiaeiia The average ala- 
isfira recovery period for all four species of rultaoaal^ was 7.4 days. 
Strains 1, 2, 5, 7, and 12 had the longest anxious recovery 
period fro® the feces of the cockroach, 12 days. Strain 4 carte clos¬ 
est to this with a alnlmin of 9 days. Strains 9 anti 11 had the short¬ 
est aininun recovery period, 1 day. 
ftnteritldlg. with the shortest average recovery 
period, had the aost roaches, 5» die during the experiment; and Sal- 
nonella sohottaulleri with the highest average had only 1 roach die. 
There was no apparent toxic effect of the on the cock¬ 
roaches as the death rate was normal. Frau this it can be seen that 
one fhotor that influenced the average mtober of days the 
were recovered fro® the feces of the cockroaches was the longevity 
of life of the cockroaches. For the experiment to be closer to 
ideal a sufficiently large number of cockroaches should be used so 
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OIL table 2* The Tempi© University strains bad the 
longest Average recovery period fro** the feces of the cockroach, 
20.1 days* The University of Kentucky strains averaged only 0*3 
of a day lass* The Massachusetts State College strains had the short- 
set average recovery period, 15*6 days, which was 4.3 days lass than 
for the Teaple University strains* The average recovery period for 
all three sources was 18*6 days* 
The University of Kentucky strains had the longest average 
aaxi«ai recovery period fron the feoes of the cockroach, 44*3 days* 
The Ttmple University strains averaged 8 days less* The Ifessacbu- 
setta State College strains had the shortest average aaxiami recovery 
period, 31.6 days, which was 13*2 days less than for the University 
of Kentucky strains* The average ixlaue recovery period for all 
three sources eas 37*7 days* 
The Massachusetts State College strains had the longest aver¬ 
age recovery period froa the feces of the cockroach, 10 days* 
The Temple University strains averaged 2 days less* The University 
of Kentucky strains had the shortest average einlaue recovery period, 
4.3 days, which eas 5*7 days leas than for the Massachusetts State 
College strains* The average alnlaon recovery period for all three 
sources was 7*4 days. 
Sight of the cockroaches fed the University of Kentucky 
strains died during the experiment* four died that were fed the 
Teaple University strains, and two that wore fad the Massachusetts 
State College strains died. There eas no correlation between the 
ounbers that died from each source and the recovery period of the 
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cockroaches tram the source. 
The results of diluting the University of Kentucky strains 
100 and 10,000 tines comprise the rest of this section. Four strains 
naro enployorii 9 aJaffliaJPfl aflSffld&KUla. M rjflfWnpMa tvnhi.yli.. 
n as—Ma Paratyphi, anri 12 anhntt.ill.i-i- Dilution 1 
had a concentration of approximately 65,000,000 i ^ par cc. 
Dilution 100 had approximately 650,000 and dilution 10,000 approxi¬ 
mately 6,500. Two cockroaches mure still alive when the experiments 
were concluded. 
i*1 * 
Table 10. Period of Recovery of tlie University of Kentucky 







Poaches still carrying 
Salmonella at death 
1 9 1 
2 9 3 
3 9 13 
4 9 13 
5 9 22 ♦ 
Total 5 • 52 1 
Ivmgs # 1 10.4 
1 10 42 ♦ 
• 2 10 43 
3 10 3 
4 10 1 
« 5 10 27 
Total 5 116 1 
Average 23.2 
1 11 1 
2 11 3 ♦ 
3 11 22 ♦ 
4 11 3 
5 11 3 
Total 5 32 2 
Average 6.4 
1 12 1 
2 12 22 
3 12 3 
4 12 1 
5 12 3 
Total 5 30 0 
Average 6 
Total 20 4 230 4 
Average 5 11.5 
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Analysis q£ IQ. The longest average recovery period, 
fron the faces of the cockroach, of the four University of Kentucky 
strains diluted 100 tines to a concentration of 650,000 per cc. was 
that of strain 10 which averaged 23.2 daya. Strain 12 had the short¬ 
est average recovery period, 6 daye, which was 19.2 days leas than 
for strain 10. The average recovery period for all four strains 
fro* the University of Kentucky was 11.5 days. Four cockroaches were 
still carrying the organises when they died. 
The mximm period of recovery of the University of Kentucky 
strains, diluted 100 tines, was that of roach 2 which was still pass¬ 
ing off strain 10 at 43 days. The next longest period was that of 
roach 1 which passed off strain 10 for 42 days. These were except¬ 
ionally long periods for the next longest was only 22 days. The ndur¬ 
ians period of recovery, 1 day, was fro* several roaohea. 
The longest period of recovery of strain 9 was 22 days) the 
shortest, 1. Tbs longest period of recovery of strain 10 was 43 
days; the shortest, 1. The longest period of recovery of strain 11 
was 22 days; the shortest, 1. The longest period of recovery of 
strain 12 was 22 days; the shortest, 1. 
Table 11* Period of Recovery of the 'faiversity of Kentucky 
Strains Piluted 10,000 Tines. 
Identification masher Strain Period Roaches still carrying 
of cockroach nunber in days Salnonalla at death 
1 9 3 
2 9 43 
3 9 22 
4 9 3 
5 9 3 
Total 5 74 0 
Average 14.9 
1 10 22 ♦ 
2 10 3 
3 10 3 
4 10 3 
5 10 3 
Total 5 34 1 
Average 6.8 
1 11 1 
2 11 1 
3 11 1 
4 11 1 
5 11 1 
Total 5 5 0 
Average 1 
1 12 1 
2 12 1 
3 12 3 
4 12 3 
5 12 3 
Total 5 12 11 0 
Average 2.2 
Total 20 4 124 1 
Average 4 6.2 
• Ik .V ■ • _ 
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Analysis <j£ table, H. The lowest average recovery period 
fro« the feces of the cockroach, of the four University of Kentucky 
strains diluted 10,000 tines to a concentration of 6,500 Snlnonalfo 
per oo., was that of strain 9 which averaged 14*9 days. Strain 11 
had the shortest average recovery period, 1 day, which was 13.9 days 
less than for strain 9. The average recovery period for all four 
strains ess 6.2 days. One cockroach was still carrying the organises 
when it died. 
The nsxiaua period of recovery of the University of Kentucky 
strains diluted 10,000 tines, was that of roach 2 which was still 
passing off strain 9 at 43 days. The next longest period was that 
of roach 3 which passed off strain 9 for 22 days, and that of roach 1 
which passed off strain 10 for the sane tine. The nininun recovery 
period was one day, from several roaches. 
The longest period of recovery of strain 9 was 43 days; the 
shortest, 3. The longest period of recovery of strain 10 was 22 
days) the shortest, 3. 'Hie longest period of recovery of strain 11 
was 1 day) the shortest, 1. The longest period of recovery of 
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Analvala q£ table Dilution 1 her’ the longest average 
period of recovery fron the feces of the cockroach, 19.8 days. Dil¬ 
ution 100 averaged 8.3 days leas. Dilution 10,000 had the shortest 
average recovery period, 6.2 days, efclch was 12.6 days less than for 
dilution 1. The average recovery period decreased as the dilution 
increased. The average recovery period far all three dilutions was 
12.5 days. 
Dilution 1 had tlm longest average mxlmm recovery period 
froa the feces of the cockroach, 44.8 days. Dilution 100 averaged 
17.5 days less. Dilution 10,000 had the shortest average mxltma 
recovery period, 17.3 days, which was 27.5 days less than for dilution 
1. The average maxima recovery period decreased aa the dilution in¬ 
creased. The average hpxIhmh recovery period for all three dilutions 
was 29.8 days. 
Dilution 1 had the longest average nlntaun recovery period, 
4.3 days. Dilution 10,000 averaged 2.3 days less. Dilution 100 
had the shortest average ainirnw recovery period, 1 day, which was 
3.3 days less than dilution 1. The average minimum recovery period 
for all three dilutions was 2.4 days. 
Eight of the cockroaches fed dilution 1 died during the ex¬ 
periment. Four died that were fed dilution 100, end 1 died that 
was fed dilution 10,000. Tton these figures it would seen that the 
wore concentrated the fed the acre roaches died during 
the experiment. 
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b. i»fonitmUftn e£ 2aaaJ3a&& aatgBtoaten a£ a»i«««n« twhi- 
BHriwa tfMlwUiial sag. Cbalaarfl far gactawohea 
Healthy Bata, 
Infected 
The rata fed the SriaaneJUft tyafalnurlan did not appear to be 
at all affected by any of the three strains employed* Cockroaches 
fed on the feces of these rate ate readily and did not appear affected. 
The regaining rate greedily devoured theee cockroaches and likewise 
showed no eigne of Illness, although Hatched for JO days. 
The indication fron this experiment is that white rata are not 
susceptible to the particular strains of fed. Passage 
through tlm rat and feeding the rat feces to cockroaches did not 
increase the pathogenicity of these strains for rata. The 
were not tested for virulence at any time during the work. However, 
they had been carried on laboratory aedla without anise! passage since 
isolation and this usually lessens virulence. 
This study, however, is concerned with the possibility that 
members of the Salaonsllo group of bacteria say be ingested and then 
later expelled by the cockroach, end with the length of tins the 
organism say be retained In the cockroach and continue to be ex¬ 
pelled. It was not intended that the virulence of the organisms 
should be studied. Rather, the evidence that each of the twelve 
cultures eng&oyed can be carried say be taken as an indication that 
the cockroaches ingest and latter disseainoto any and perhaps all 
strains of This would include, of course, food -poison- 
lng strains. 
C. Petoralnatlon a£ St& flwnitolftiac fi£ Ha Vnlnonpllp da£a&JB& 
tXSsx Sueum Stoarch Sts. taateaah. Haaflft aaggteua. 
All physiological reactions wore exactly the usee before and 
after passage through the cockroach. The reactions are suanariseri In 
table 13. The physiological reactions of the bacteria after passage 
are not listed as they were exactly the sane. 
*• . • 
  
Tfeblo 13* Caaparisati of the Physiology of Twelve Strains of 
Salaotstllft Bofora and After Piaosago through the Anorlonn 
Gookroaoh, Ptt*»fnljinatn Linnaeus. 
Strains of 
• Before passage n P • - - 1 - ♦ a 
1. Salaonella anteritldis a P • - - 1 - ♦ a 
2. Stalaonslla typhlaarlaa n P • - • l - ♦ a 
3. Salaonslla paratyphi n P • - - 1 - ♦ a 
4. SalaonsUa sohottenUsri n P • - - 1 ♦ a 
5. Salaonella anteritldis n P t - • f - ♦ a 
6. typhisuriun a P t - • 1 as ♦ a 
7. Salaonslla paratyphi a P • - - I - ♦ a 
8. Salmonella sohotteaUsrl a P t ' - - 1 as ♦ a 
9. Salaonslla anteritldis a p • • - 1 as ♦ a 
10. Salaonslla typhiauriua a P • - - i 1 - ♦ a 
11. Salaonslla paratyphi a P • - - < 1 - ♦ a 
12. Salannella schottaullori a P • - - i 1 - ♦ a 
a » nsgBtlve 
p * positive 
0 * gas 
«a qo rthftnga 
♦ *» add 
• * add sad gas 
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Ami vain qf tablq 13, All the strains wars Gram negative, 
short, motile, non-sparing rot’s* They all gars sold and gas In 
dextrose end neltose; no reaction In lactose, sucrose or salleln; 
and and no gas in glycerine; and did not liquefy gelatin. 
r • *■ 
These facts Indicate that cockroaches picking up viable 
cultures of Salmonella would deposit these organist® unchanged in 
their feces. This could Include, of course, any virulent patho¬ 
genic strains encountered, 
Since the problem ess not concerned with the pathogenicity 
of the organist® employed no evidence was obtained as to whether 
or not passage through the cockroach would affect the virulence 
of the organisms. However, until evidence to the contrary is 
available. It must be assumed that if the cockroach had access to 




Fterlplaneta gaffitflBttl Linnaeus, tho American cockroach, la 
found In large numbers throughout the United States, especially in 
the south. It commonly invades households, bakeries, hotels, and 
restaurants. Amy posts present especially fine conditions for the 
establishesnt of this pest. These Insects are repulsive due to 
their defecating on our food and importing to it the oh&r&oteristic 
•roechy* odor, is they feed cm food they contaminate it with feces 
and eake it unfit for human consumption. 
Cockroaches eat many materials used for human food such as 
bread, cereal, biscuits, and meat. The actual amount of food eaten 
is small, but a huge amount of food has to be discarded. Cockroaches 
often become economically important because of their destructiveness. 
leather goods are sometimes injured, end books are defaoed. The 
presence of these pests Is the reason for loss of good will by many 
places serving food to the public. 
These insects are commonly associated with man under such con¬ 
ditions that they nay be potential carriers of pathogenic microorgan¬ 
isms. Going as they do from filth to food, they might mall be cap¬ 
able of carrying injurious organisms on and in their bodies. Cock¬ 
roaches may act aa disseminators of pathogenic microorganisms such 
os food-poisoning bacteria, in the following wayBt 
1. The insects could serve as mechanical agents in the spread 
of these microorganisms through their Indiscriminate deposition of 
feces, and regurgitation of recently devoured materials. 
2* la the cockroach decomposes after its death, it could 
leave behind viable pathogenic microorganisms harbored during Its 
life. 
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3. loe, rats, and other animals that eat cockroaches could 
beooMB Infected and In turn could harbor end transmit the microorgan¬ 
isms to am. 
It la generally believed by most authorities that cockroaches 
axe an inportant agency for the dies eduction of pathogenic taicro- 
organisns. Including those concerned with food-poisoning. Substant¬ 
iating evidence, however, is extremely scarce. Sons work has been 
done to determine the relationship of cockroaches to the transmission 
of sane disease organisms, but no references were found to detendna 
this with the &2flQafiUA group of bacteria. If it can be proved that 
cockroaches can retain and disseminate bacteria of the genus flalaonpl^ar 
which includes food-poisoning bacteria, over a considerable length of 
tine, then stringent control measures should be taken against this 
pest. 
The present study was undertaken to attempt to show that the 
American cockroach can ingest ffnlrrTfrPift- retain it, and excrete it. 
It was necessary to detencinB that no MlBHflla w**® aon*lly found 
in the Intestinal tract or faces of the cockroach. To do this a sur¬ 
vey was wade of the microorganisms normally found In the intestinal 
tracts and faces of American cockroaches. So potentially pathogenic 
types of bacteria were found in any of the cockroaches exradnedj and 
specifically no Salmonella were found. Therefore, any §s2|GSBUa 
found after feeding the aicroorganians to the roaches would have to 
be thd Salmonella fed. 
This study is purely a biological study concerned with the 
capacity of the cockroach to retain and disseminate bacteria of the 
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SfclitMiftliifc genus, and Is not concerned immediately with pathogenicity. 
By proving the cockroach capable of Ingesting, retaining, and dissem¬ 
inating apparently unchanged three strains of each of four species of 
fielaonnlln- it is reasonable to assume that all strains and species 
of the genus would react similarly. Ho virulence teste were attempted 
far tbs twelve strains of ijrftrrTWilfift employed la the experiments. ill 
strains, hosaver, had been carried for sons tine on laboratory nsdia 
and their virulence would be unknown until it could be established by 
animal experiments. 
The were apparently unchanged physiologically by 
passage through the American cockroach. The fact that none of the 
species of fed to the insects showed any discernible effects 
from the passage Indicates that pathogenic Salmonella such as the food¬ 
poisoning species would also pasa through the insect unh&raed. 
The three strains of ***** 1** the ex¬ 
periments were not pathogenic for rats. Shis portion of the study 
was only a superficial survey and more work should he undertaken along 
these lines with white mice which are generally more susceptible than 
rats. 
Generally speaking, the results of the experiments indicate 
that the larger the quantity of Ingested by the cockroach, 
end the more concentrated the suspension of foitflfflUlla ***» longer 
the period of time during which it will be passed out in the feces. 
The procedure In use at present for recovering the 
Is that reccmmsndad by the Committee on Microbiological Jethodo of 
Food Examination of the American Public Health Association, Food and 
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nutrition Section. In accordance with this method, Baoto Blsmuth- 
sulfite agar was used in the present study as a differential aadlua 
for the determination of the presence of nenbers of the Sal l *}* }. 2bk 
group of bacteria. 
The American cockroaches carried Salaannila for varying 
lengths of tine up to 54 days. During all this tlao the cockroaches 
passed off viable bacteria. The experiments Indicated that individual 
cockroaches my vary greatly in the length of tins they pass off the 
bacteria. Some my even remain reservoirs of infection throughout 
their lives, and become Insect parallels of the notorious "Typhoid 
Ifary*. From this it can be seen horn dangerous a cockroach could he 
which had access to food -poisoning Such an lnseot could 
well void its Infected faces In food and thus cause illness and misery 
to many people. 
Only Anerican cockroaches were used in the experiments because 
they were easily obtained and were large enough to be handled without 
much difficulty. It is assumed that other species of cockroaches with 
similar habits could likewise ingest, harbor, and dlssenlnate the §j£- 
mcirKiViji gyotsp of bacteria. 
Generally speaking, when the &29SB6U& bacteria ware no longer 
recovered from the feces of cockroaches, none were found in the intest¬ 
inal tract. Over fifty tracts were dissected out and streaked as. 
Bacto Bismuth-sulfite agar; and of these, only two were positive 
after the feces showed negative results. 
The organisms fed had no apparent deleterious effect 
on the cockroaches. The rate of death of the insects continued at 
what appeared to be normal. Also, as mentioned before, the cockroach 
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apparently does not affect the flalatWiln. In the roaches that 
passed off the organisa^ la their feces far only a few days there 
was apparently no multiplication of the organists in the intestinal 
tract, and the disseainatian was Mechanical j however, in the roaches 
that excreted the ^ltnonerbi for long periods there is a possibility 
that the organises Multiplied within the intestinal tract, and that 
the dissemination was biological 
This study demonstrated that the American cockroach can In¬ 
gest and void viable Adamian* bacteria* Therefore it can be stated 
that the American cockroach is a potential disseminator of AQxaonel^ 
bacteria probably including the food-poisoning species. Also, it is 
very probable that this capacity is also present In other species of 
cockroaches with similar habits. Because of tills, it is suggested 
that stringent precautions be taken to eliminate this pest from 
our households and public buildings share they abound at present. 
Control is possible, and persistent effort along the lines suggested 
should do much toward naklng this insect a negligible factor in pub¬ 
lic health. 
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vn. stjhwt. 
1« Aaerican cockroaches used la tho experiments were 
collected an the c&npus of the 'fessaohusetts State College at Aa- 
hers^ ffassachusetta, and kept cm a uniform diet of fresh bread aid 
apple. 
2. A survey was node of the fauna and flora of the feces, 
intestinal tract, and egg capsules of the Aaerican cockroach. 
3. The feces and intestinal tracts of cockroaches sere ex* 
aained and the following fauna ware founds Cborarla ap., 
KhMlftt Hvctotherua aeHi. lonhooonaa striata, and Lonhowonas 
blattanm. 
4. The following species of flora were Isolated froa the 
feces and intestinal tracts of cockroaches! Pseudoaonas incognita. 
aqnUnw^Rolffflgt hmtiamm. mju&WJMtiUb Qaaflg- 
i^rtaaonra Qhhffntfrtfft ZmatismauL oUm&m, Mr 
Mgaaflflgaa m/MMaUau Mmmasom tUxMkam* 
«&trHla> falflga asutt* StatolQgftSfiHfl gfttesMb 
Sara&H nano#wtng» Uaolr1r*ff»M» 4gtoaM&stex tetek 
4^ragftRgSgn tattU AfihrgHotefita: gratfogragaii tatoml»g&£ 
MaatfMttBHU APhroHQteBgtfis &&•» Itothta sss£li» Effid&ia &b*» 
IfjtarokfiWrtoB aaradteiMfr Ptittfag fiMttiup hMbm^ 
ayfryf. ftudllim arihaarena. wntahllln. Bacillua flg., an 
unidentified rod, an unidentified yeast, and an unidentified fungus. 
Ho alcroorganlsas were found in five egg capsules, So sainonella 
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bacteria were found in nay of the exaainatlons. 
5. Three known strains each of M—Iflla enterltldlfl. 2al- 
■WUlMH tyohlmrlan. Unlrnmlln asrstvahl. end R.l~w»n. achottau- 
lleri in water suspension ware fad on breed to Anerlo&n cockroaches. 
6* ^here ware only two instances in over fifty dissections 
where ffrlfifflfflUff bacteria ware found in part of the intestinal 
tract of the cockroaches after the recovery of flsitmana froa the 
faces had ceased. 
7. The average recovery period for all 12 strains was 18.6 
days. Selaogglla tvnhiMirlu»r strain 10, and gfllfffWPfl Bchottool- 
Iasi, strain 12, l»d the longest madam recovery period froa the 
feces of the cockroach, 54 days. MmUj strain 4» 
cans cloeest to this with e mrlntat of 51 days. 
8. Otoe factor that influenced the average nuaber of days 
the Salaonella ware recovered froa the feces of the cockroaches was 
the longevity of life of the cockroaches. 
9. The average recovery period of r«lM»3ULft **»■ *** 
feces of the cockroaches decreased as the concentration of the £filr 
fed the cockroaches decreased. 
10. The acre concentrated the dilution of SfllfftfflfillA fed the 
acre cockroach## died during the expsriaent. This scobs to ind icats 
that the adversely affect the cockroaches and shorten their 
life spans. 
VIII. C0»CLnSlG*3 
1. agUMfll iMBtoat Linnaeus* the American cockroach, 
la a potential disseatnator of the aalaonel^fl group of bacteria; it 
oan lngaat, retain, and peas off viable flalnrwBlla bacteria in ita 
faces. 
2. the greater the concentration of Salnonslla Ingested by 
the cockroach, the longer the feoes will contain these bacteria. 
3. Socae of the Aasrlcan cockroaches carry and pass off the 
Salnonella aa long a a they live, in acne cases 54 days after the 
bacteria ware ingested 
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